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Fiction
Daredevil
Elizabeth Anderson

When Roy said he was marrying Irene, he meant his own idea of marriage. He bought a ring at the souvenir
shop next to the motel, a five-dollar hunk of glass with an adjustable bnd. He got down on one knee, put the
ring on her finger and said, “There, now we’re married.” Irene couldn’t see the Falls from where she was
standing, but she could hear the low, urgent pounding, like the beating of some enormous heart.
He had shown up the night before with this ridiculous car and said he was taking her to Niagara Falls.
Niagara Falls, he said, was the honeymoon capital of the world, the only place besides Vegas where anyone
ought to consider tying the knot. When she asked about the car, he told her he borrowed it from a friend, but
she knew none of his friends owned a thing like that. The only person dumb enough to lend Roy a car was
Hank over at the bowling alley, and he drove a beat-up van that smelled like skunk. This car was pristine, a
massive butterscotch-colored Oldsmobile with white leather seats and shiny chrome trim. It looked like
something her grandfather would drive. It even smelled like her grandfather, a heady fog of cigars, egg salad,
and menthol rub.
According to the saleslady at the gift shop, the best view of the Falls was from the overlook at Terrapin
Point. They followed her directions across a stone footbridge and found themselves on a small wooded island
wedged between thundering walls of water. As they neared the observation area, the summer air grew dank.
The gorge threw up roiling clouds of mist that covered everything in a glistening sheen. To the right were the
Bridal Veil and American Falls. To the left was the Canadian Falls, which was also called the Horseshoe
Falls on account of its bowed crest. The fact that the Canadian Falls was three times bigger than the
American Falls pissed Roy off. He said someone must have been asleep at the wheel to let a thing like that
happen.
All around them tourists snapped photos and marveled at the gushing cataract. At first Irene couldn’t quite
grasp what she was looking at. It was like the first time she ever got high with Roy, the cold rush of it, the
way something could be so beautiful and at the same time so terrible. She approached the guardrail and
peered down at the raging confusion of rocks and foam and spray. The motion of it, the endless way it
tumbled, spooked her. She backed away from the edge and turned to look for Roy.
It took her a moment to spot him. He was at the far end of the overlook, bumming a cigarette from a pretty
blonde. Irene could tell from the way the woman smiled that she liked Roy. Most women liked Roy. It didn’t
matter that his hair was thinning and his teeth were a mess. He possessed a certain appeal, a slick sort of
charm that momentarily dazzled a person while distracting from his imperfections.
The woman hunched in close and kissed Roy’s cigarette with her own. She let her free hand fall against his
arm and left it there, like she was laying claim to it. “Hey,” Irene shouted, her voice swallowed by the
tremendous sound of the river. She shoved her way across the overlook, thrust her ring in the woman’s face
and told her to get lost.
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Twin clouds of smoke erupted from the woman’s nostrils. She looked Irene up and down, her eyes mean and
small. The mist had wreaked havoc with Irene’s makeup and hair. Mascara ran in inky streams down her
cheeks. A mass of auburn frizz drifted around her head. She was wearing the same outfit she had slept in on
the way to the Falls, a pair of shredded jeans and a faded Metallica t-shirt. Roy had been in such a hurry to
get out of Dayton, he didn’t give her a chance to pack a bag or even change her clothes.
Irene lunged at the woman, ready to knock the smug look from her face, but Roy stepped in before she could
do any harm. He thanked the woman for the cigarette and then hauled Irene up the trail and back across the
bridge to the mainland.
They spent the rest of the day sightseeing and wound up in a place called the Daredevil Museum, which
wasn’t really a museum at all, just the back room of a convenience store full of displays about all the people
who had gone over the Falls in pickle barrels and homemade contraptions.
“Nothing to it,” Roy said, “it just takes guts.” He showed Irene a photograph of a man who had gone over in
a raft made from inner tubes and fishing wire. “Hell,” he said, “I don’t even need a barrel.”
Irene pointed out that the guy had been smashed to pieces on the rocks at the bottom, but Roy said that was
only because he hadn’t planned it out properly. There were mathematics involved, calculations concerning
the point of entry and the velocity with which you plummeted. The key, he told her, was to get stoned first.
That way your body was more pliable at the moment of impact. Then he went on about getting a cape, like
Evel Knievel, and maybe even a mask, and how Irene could sell t-shirts with his name on them. Roy had lots
of ideas that involved her selling t-shirts with his name on them.
They hadn’t eaten anything since the night before and Irene was starting to feel light-headed. Roy said he
was going to take her to a restaurant that sat in a tower high above the Falls. You got to ride in an elevator
made of glass, all the way up to the top, where you could see for miles. The dining room spun slowly, he told
her, so slowly you couldn’t even feel it moving. A magic wheel full of food, way up in the clouds.
Instead, he dragged her into the closest bar. Just one drink, he promised, and spent the rest of the evening
telling everyone he was a daredevil, buying round after round of cheap beer for all the old guys with bad
breath and watery eyes, who patted him on the back and told him he was a great man.
After thinking it over, Roy decided to go with the barrel. “It’s a classic,” he said.
“But it has to be airtight, and girded with steel.” He sketched the plans out on a napkin. “And we need to get
our hands on a video camera. There’s no point to doing it if we don’t have proof.”
Irene nodded and uh-huhed him and played with her ring. She liked the way it caught the light and threw
rainbows onto the dirty wall. What she wanted was pancakes. She remembered seeing a diner across the
street from the motel, the kind of place that would serve breakfast all day long.
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“Roy, I’m hungry,” she said.
He got out of the booth and went to the back of the bar where the bathrooms were. When he came back, he
handed her a bowl of pretzels and told her to settle in for a while, that they were waiting on a couple of
buddies of his from Buffalo.
She kicked him under the table.
“Shit, Irene.” He scowled and rubbed his shin.
“I’m not spending my honeymoon with a couple of junkies,” she said.
He shook his head and laughed. “Come on babe, it’s not what you think. They’re connected.” Roy was
forever going on about connections. “It’s not about money or talent,” he liked to say, “it’s about who you
know.” It didn’t matter that the only people he knew were hustlers and addicts. Roy was an optimist. He was
thirty-two years old and worked part-time at a bowling alley, but that didn’t stop him from dreaming. He saw
his future as something bright and boundless. It was only a matter of time before he hit on something big.
He drummed the table with his fingers. Empty glasses jumped. His gaze skidded around the room. He must
have scored something in the bathroom, thought Irene. As soon as Roy found out about the baby, he got her
into the methadone program at the clinic, made her swear she’d stay clean. He swore he’d stay clean too, but
he’d slipped more than once.
The Stones played on the jukebox. Roy took Irene’s hand and danced her around the room. “You make a
grown man cry,” he sang in her ear.
They had been living together for about a year when Irene got pregnant. She was eighteen when she met Roy
and already had an oxy habit she picked up her junior year in high school. Painkillers were popular and easy
to get, usually raided from a parent’s medicine cabinet and sold for about thirty dollars a tablet. Pot and beer
were a cheaper high, but Irene liked the way the pills filled her insides with warm, glowing light. Her parents
didn’t have a clue until they noticed that money and jewelry were disappearing from the house. When she
eventually dropped out of school, they forced her into rehab. She had just returned from a three-month stint
when Roy came along with his crazy dreams and his heroin, and Irene fell instantly in love.
Sometimes she wondered which one she was more addicted to, the heroin or Roy. The two were somehow
interchangeable, the way they both consumed her, left her hollowed out and full of longing. Being off heroin
was like losing a limb, like forgetting to breathe. She wrapped her arms around Roy’s shoulders and held on
tight. She wanted a drink. She wanted whatever he was on.
“I want to go back to the motel,” she said.
“In a minute, ” he said.
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The song ended and he dropped into a chair. The place stank of mildew and smoke. Irene hugged herself and
hovered next to the table. “I’m serious,” she insisted. “I need to get out of here.”
Just then a couple of guys in motorcycle gear hailed Roy from across the bar. He waved them over to the
table and introduced Irene as his wife. The newness of this word, the ease with which it fell from his mouth
made her smile, and for a moment she forgot to be upset. The men congratulated Roy and ordered shots to
celebrate. The bigger of the two squeezed up next to Irene. He pressed his fleshy stomach against her and
kissed her on the mouth. He tasted like raw onions and leather.

Roy showed them the napkin with the sketches and explained what he wanted. The men nodded. The big one
said that they could procure the items, said it just like that, and Irene burst out laughing. Roy hushed her with
a look.
As the night wore on, Roy’s scheme grew more elaborate. He wanted girls in bikinis and a fireworks display,
maybe a rock band to play him over the Falls. Two hundred up front, he told them and placed a wad of
crumpled bills on the table. He promised them another five when they showed up with the barrel and video
camera. They all shook hands and agreed to meet at the motel in the morning. Irene was getting a queasy
feeling in her gut, like the time she was ten and rode the tilt-a-whirl at the state fair and threw up all over
herself. As soon as they were back at the motel, she let Roy have it.
“Crazy son of a bitch,” she yelled. She launched her shoe at him. It bounced off his shoulder and left a
scuffmark on the wall. She made a grab for the alarm clock, but Roy tackled her and pinned her to the bed
before she could throw it. She tried to wiggle free, but he held her down, one hand on her breast, the other
working its way into her pants.
“Don’t touch me!”
“I’m doing it for us,” he insisted, “for you and the baby.” He worked his fingers deep inside her, and she
moaned despite wanting to kill him.
The thing about Roy was, he could be very persuasive. There had been times when she’d gone with other
men because he’d asked her to. The first time she had been too messed up on junk to know what was going
on. When it was over, Roy started crying and hitting his head against the wall until it bled. He swore she’d
never have to do anything like that again, but she had, whenever they ran out of money and he was too strung
out to work. She mostly just gave them hand jobs in bar bathrooms or parked cars, but sometimes, if they
were really hard up for cash, she did other things. Roy was always just outside the door in case someone got
rough with her.
Irene stared up at the ceiling. Murmuring voices called out from the television in the next room. She was too
hungry to sleep. She fished around under the sheets for her panties, found them snagged on Roy’s ankle and
yanked them free. His hands fluttered in the air like startled pigeons. He mumbled something she didn’t
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catch.
“Shhh.” She stroked his hair until he settled back down.
Outside, a door slammed and a woman laughed. Irene got up off the bed and peeked out the window. Roy
had been careless, leaving the Oldsmobile parked right out front for the whole world to see. She had told him
earlier to move it, that he was tempting fate, but he pretended not to know what she was talking about, so she
let it go.
Her stomach growled and she wondered if there was a snack machine in the lobby. She dug around in her
purse and came up with only a handful of pennies. On the dresser next to the bed was Roy’s wallet. She
opened it, expecting to find it full of cash, but found only a twenty and a couple singles. She pulled the
money out and counted it twice, and then once more to make sure. She snatched his jeans from the floor and
rooted through the pockets. She even searched his socks and shoes.
“Goddamn it, Roy,” she whispered. He’d spent everything they had back at the bar. Twenty dollars wasn’t
enough for the barrel, it wasn’t even enough for gas back to Ohio.
Irene gathered her clothes together and finished getting dressed. The task of getting her jeans on was
becoming problematic. She had to suck in her gut and bully the zipper closed. Soon nothing would fit her
anymore. She placed her hand against her belly and felt the stubborn way it bulged. When she first found out
she was pregnant, she had wanted to get rid of it. With the two of them for parents, the kid was doomed. But
Roy convinced her that having a baby would make things better. He said it was a tiny world growing inside
of her, made of bits of her and bits of him. But only the good bits, he promised. Without looking at him, she
shoved the twenty in her pocket and slipped out the door.
Every morning, Irene stood in line at the clinic to exchange a urine sample for a cup of cherry-flavored
methadone. She had missed one dose already and could last another day, maybe two, before the shakes set in.
As she headed toward the footbridge, she fingered the cash in her pocket and tried not to think about how
badly she wanted a fix. The need moved through her, shadowy and restless. She shook it away and walked
faster, hoping she could outrun it before it took hold.
Once she reached the island, she took a trail that branched away from the overlook and ran along the
shoreline, where the upper rapids fed the Horseshoe Falls. It ended at a chain-link fence that was only about
three feet high. Just beyond that was a weathered set of stairs that led down to the water. Someone had placed
carnations and a makeshift cross on the rocks at the foot of the stairs. The man at the museum had told them
that the Horseshoe Falls was a popular spot for suicides, more jumpers than even the Golden Gate Bridge or
the Eiffel Tower.
The Falls were bathed in trippy-colored lights. Neon pink faded into electric blue into acid yellow. Irene
looked first to see if anyone else was around, then hopped the fence and moved quickly down the steps. She
took off her shoes, rolled up her jeans and waded into the frigid water. She just wanted to feel the pull of it,
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to see if it matched what she felt for Roy.
The drop was only about thirty feet from where she stood. Mist ghosted up from the edge and caught the
moonlight. Waves humped and collapsed around her. Out near the middle, the river ran smooth. It slid past
like a sheet of black glass while lunatic currents and whirlpools lurked just below the surface.
She stood there, waiting for something to come to her, an answer maybe, a way out. It didn’t matter now if
Roy’s friends showed up with the barrel or not, the two of them were stranded. When Roy sobered up and
realized he’d given everything away, he’d laugh like it was all some kind of joke. He’d cover her in kisses
and beg her to forgive him. But when it came down to finding more cash, he’d expect Irene to earn it for
them, even with the baby inside of her. Just one more time, he’d promise, just this once and then never
again.
She inched forward up to her knees, her arms out for balance, like she was about to take flight. The ring Roy
gave her shimmered on her finger like a star. Maybe he was right, she thought. Maybe it didn’t take much to
be a daredevil. All she had to do was let go. The river would do the rest. She took another step forward and
then another until the river had her to the waist. She felt herself lift from the bottom, felt everything slip away
as the current twirled her around in what felt like a dance, and for a second she was gone. But then something
shifted within her, like an eye opening, some other consciousness awakening.
Dim, dreamy images surfaced in the water before her. She saw Roy tucked inside his barrel spinning away
from her. The barrel changed, and there was Roy again, this time sitting in the driver’s seat of the
Oldsmobile. The vision was so real that Irene lifted her hand and waved, expecting him to wave back. The
car dipped and swayed in the rapids. When it reached the edge, it paused like it was taking a breath. Its
backside tipped skywards, and then it plunged.
Irene scrambled back until her feet found the bottom and she heaved herself onto the shore. She could still
feel the water rushing against her legs as she wobbled back up the stairs. She let the momentum of it carry
her along the path to the base of the bridge, where a pay phone sat in the glow of a streetlamp. Irene picked
up the receiver and held it to her ear. The dial tone sounded mournful and she almost hung up, but she
pictured the baby inside her, curled round like a comma, listening, waiting to see what she would do. The
phone rang several times before a man finally answered, and when he asked Irene what her emergency was,
she told him where to find a stolen car the color of butterscotch candy.
Outside the diner, the air smelled of bacon grease and coffee. A police car sped by, followed by a second.
Irene stood in the entrance and waited for the hostess to seat her. Water dripped down her legs and pooled at
her feet. The hostess eyed the puddle on the floor, but didn’t say anything about it. She called Irene honey
and steered her to a booth by the window. Her soft, white shoes squeaked like tiny mice as she drifted back to
the counter. She returned a moment later with silverware and a couple of clean dishtowels for Irene to dry
herself with.
From her seat, Irene had a perfect view of the motel parking lot. The two police cars had pulled up alongside
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the Oldsmobile. Their sirens threw fierce shadows against the motel wall. Occupants from neighboring
rooms poked their heads out to see what all the commotion was about. They gathered around in their robes
and boxer shorts as the car was hooked up to an impound truck.
When the police led Roy from the room in handcuffs, Irene buried her face in the menu and studied her
choices: blueberry, banana, buckwheat, or apple cinnamon. She decided on apple cinnamon, like her mother
used to make. She hadn’t seen her mother in over a year. Her father came looking for Irene once. He tracked
her down and stood outside their apartment building, raging at the door, hollering he was going to murder
Roy for ruining his little girl. She hid in the bathtub until he finally went away. He wrote letters to her, but
she never answered any of them. They were all the same. Come home, they said.
Inside the diner it was quiet, but the Falls still roared in her ears. The waitress set the order in front of her,
and Irene gazed down at the thick, steaming mattress of pancakes. She picked up a bottle of maple syrup and
poured. She kept pouring until the bottle was empty, until syrup flowed over the edge of the plate and onto
the table. She began to eat and didn’t stop until her plate was clean.
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Island 821
Sam Katz

We stared out the flapping, canvas frame of the infantry truck at the whirls of dust kicking off the dirt road.
On one side were open plains blemished here and there by military installations; on the other, the wall that
stretches across the breadth of our great state. It had been five hours riding through the night, and we were
fidgeting in our seats. Still we had not yet reached the next pickup.
The order had come down while Brodsky and I were on watch. Manning our embrasures, we were collected
for an impromptu briefing by our commanding officer, who, prior, had barely acknowledged our existence.
He handed us each a cigarette and told us that two men from each sector were being sent for a mission at the
easternmost reaches of the border. “Pack quickly,” he said. “The truck is waiting for you below.
Our sector fell just left of the wall’s geographic middle, covering a stretch of 2.9 miles that had seen little
action since the end of the war. We were known in the capital, we soon learned, as Sector Dot, and, the
Invisible Sector. After the initial sting we carried our rifles with pride. To us, the rest of the wall was
invisible, as we had never seen another sector.
Every soldier from our sector came from the same county in the south of the state, most from the small
cluster of agricultural hamlets near the mountains where I was born. We had grown up with the same stories
our grandparents told about the hysteria before the war, countrymen fighting countrymen — kinsmen fighting
kinsmen — and the jubilance afterward once our new state was established. We could all evoke the old state
slogans pronouncing the evils of the Northern people as if they had been nursery rhymes whispered in our
ears at night.
Brodsky was a distant cousin through a series of unsuccessful marriages. He was large and thickset, prone to
breathing through his mouth. I had been told to avoid him when we were children. His grandmother was
known to roam the fields at night searching for her husband who had died at the outset of the war. His family
bore a reputation of poor military aptitude.
When our lottery numbers were called to serve our five-year terms our families rejoiced. A huge party was
held for all the new soldiers, boasting a bounty of food from every corner of the county. The old folks told
their stories, and we all listened in our freshly donned fatigues, not yet understanding the tedium of staring all
night into the darkness of a silent, enemy land. We listened to the old men’s battle tales, our own feats of
grandeur kindling within.
***
The sun was searing through a slit in the truck’s roof when we finally stopped. We had passed what we
thought to be a sector station an hour before without adding new soldiers, and had begun to question the
veracity of our CO’s intel. We jumped off the truck and stretched in the white light. Jutting from the base of
the wall was a squat concrete building, much larger than our own, and closer to our vehicle, a small wood
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shed. In the distance the outline of a mountain etched the horizon. No one was in sight. I told Brodsky to
question the driver.
Before the glaze had receded from Brodsky’s eyes, an officer came dusting toward us from the station,
followed soon after by a pair of austere infantrymen. I stood at attention, relieved at the potential for clarity.
The officer looked us up and down. He had a narrow face, sharp at the cheekbones, and a long, pale scar that
meandered down his chin. The infantrymen passed us without so much as a glance and boarded the truck. We
were told to use the outhouse if we needed, to eat if we hadn’t yet, we were already behind schedule. I asked
the officer if he could tell us anything more about the details of the mission.
He squinted at me. “You’ll be briefed fully when the time comes.”
We climbed back onto the truck and took our seats. Our new colleagues sat closest to the cab. In the shadow
of the canopied bed I could make out the hollows below their high cheeks, their stoic expressions. They
looked so natural amongst the steel and machine screws and weather-beaten canvas that I began to feel
fraudulent beside them. They wore the same uniform as we, the same flag upon their sleeve, but that was all
we seemed to have in common.
I began checking my gear for the third time, trying to appear busy. Brodsky mashed at the charging handle of
his rifle. I produced a pack of cigarettes from my pocket and, offering it to the new men, asked their names.
“Private Dunn,” one of them said, ignoring my generosity. “Private Dent.”
I had no idea which was which. I told them our names, and they barely acknowledged us. I asked if they
knew anything about the mission.
“Two men from each sector,” one of the privates said.
The engine growled to life, vibrating the length of our metal benches. As we rode on, the cabin grew hotter, a
distinct odor of sweat and gasoline baking around us. The land sprouted tufts of tan and mint green and
hunter that reminded me of home.
We reached the next pickup later that afternoon. Brodsky and I swung our legs over the bumper and smoked.
Dunn and Dent remained in their seats.
Adjacent to the station, there was a multi-car supply truck with stacks of unmarked crates beside a stock of
provisions — enough for a company. An officer was overseeing a small team of soldiers doing the loading,
marking items off a clipboard each time a new crate disappeared into the front car. When they had finished,
two soldiers peeled off from the group and approached us. The supply truck gunned its engine. As our new
conscripts brushed by onto the truck, I gazed up at the top of the wall. A pair of soldiers peered down from
the edge, waving.
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Once the station was out of view, I offered cigarettes to the newcomers. Ricketts, a short man with a
protruding forehead, took one without thanking me.
“Bullshit,” Ricketts said. “This is just some bad joke bullshit.”
We all put an eye on him. Ricketts’ partner, Mankew, who was also short, sighed.
“Just a crank idea some egghead in the capital dreamed up to manipulate perceptions, give the speculators
something to speculate about, push some market up a few points.”
I hadn’t heard this sort of talk since a brief furlough in the capital before deployment. It spoke of the conflict
with a level of sophistication I had not encountered in our county.
“You know something more about the mission?” I asked.
“Quit it,” Mankew said. “I’m sick of hearing all your shit already.”
“They haven’t heard it.”
Ricketts stomped out his cigarette.
“Let me ask you fellas a question? How many are we here on this vehicle?”
Brodsky and I looked at each other. “Six,” Brodsky said.
“Yes, very good. There are six of us. Six of us so far on a mission where each sector should be represented
by two men. How can this be?”
The inconsistency had not occurred to me. We had got on the truck at our sector just left of middle with no
others yet aboard.
“One infantry truck,” Ricketts continued. “One supply truck. Where are the other men?”
“Hold your tongue,” someone said. I wasn’t sure if it was Dent or Dunn. “We have our orders from the
State.”
“Monkeys,” Ricketts said.
I racked my brain. “There could be more than one envoy,” I said.
“There could be more than one,” Mankew repeated.
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We drove through the night at a steady pace, no faster than forty miles an hour at any interval. Sometime
near dawn, I startled awake: I’d had a dream about selling our land back home. Everyone was asleep except
for Ricketts, who was peering out a frayed hole in the canvas.
“We’re close to the salt flats,” he said. “I can smell them. Got to be five hundred miles or so from the
coast.”
The air was cool, the night clear.
“Do you know what a salt flat is, Pinter? It’s a lake where a lake has no business being. It’s the barren,
shit-crusted example of why water and desert can’t coexist.”
“Do you really think there aren’t any other trucks?” I said.
“I don’t know, Pinter. I couldn’t say for sure, but I’ll tell you this: It might not matter.”
***
By first light we had made the next pickup. Two more men came aboard, reedy fellows named Hedgwick and
Peersaw. I gave them cigarettes, and they started talking. They said they knew as much as we did, except for
something their CO had whispered as he passed them in the barracks: “Be sure to pack a bathing suit. The
islands get warm this time of year.”
We picked up more men: Kilroy and Shaker, Beattie and McIlroy. A second supply truck rode behind, its
windows completely tinted. Ricketts said he knew where we were headed. There was a cluster of islands off
the coast of the divide, disputed territory, lands that had changed hands at least a dozen times since the war. It
was a secret war unto itself. The men began nodding as he spoke, all but Dent and Dunn who kept their own
counsel away from the others.

I had heard of the islands before. In the capital I had seen a report about a humanitarian effort to aid the
indigenous people of an uncategorized island: Island 821. Pledges were being collected by the national relief
organizations, volunteers were being mobilized. Help was in dire need. These were our brothers and sisters.
As night fell, the road grew rockier, a heaviness saturated the air. We slowed to a crawl, pitching like a ship
in turning weather. We skipped more stations. In the cigarette-studded darkness, we shared the same mental
terrain. Beattie said he’d heard of an island rich with rare resources. Peersaw swore an old classmate had
been killed while working at a highly experimental island research facility. Kilroy and Shaker speculated that
they weren’t the first pair ordered from their sector. There had been a similar mission before ours that had
ended unsuccessfully. Even Brodsky threw in with a nugget privy to Sector Dot: this was not another dispute
in our storied conflict, but a joint effort against a separate but common threat. It became a game, and soon I
could not tell what was rumor or conjecture or plain fiction. It didn’t seem to matter to anyone anyway.
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Whether our enemy to the north was foe or ally in this mission, I wondered what our distant kinsmen were
saying about us. We had coexisted for so long, I wanted to know what information they were privy to, how it
might save us.
***
In the morning, as we were idled at yet another sector station, an officer told us to disembark. We were given
a half-hour break to bathe and to eat a proper meal in a hastily built roadside structure obviously erected for
our arrival. The day was overcast. Clouds like soiled dish towels unfurled over a lush carpet of forest. A faint
hint of saltwater carried on the breeze.
After breakfast, we lined up along the front of our makeshift mess hall. The drivers, who we thus far
recognized as an elbow hanging out an open window or the hum of an old state anthem playing on the radio,
were huddled like gulls by the cab of the fore supply truck. Before long, a man pushed through the steel door
of the sector station and marched toward us, a sense of destiny in his gait. He conferred with the officer on
hand briefly, then began addressing us.
“My name is Sergeant Donald Pickett,” he said.
He was a tall, fit man who stood with his chest out and his lips pursed. He was dressed in fatigues a shade
slightly darker than ours with unencumbered cargo pockets and an ACU shirt as solid at the shoulders as
burlap seed bags.
“I am your commanding officer,” he continued. “Whatever you believe you know about this mission,
whatever you have discussed, this will mean nothing when we enter the fray.”
He ordered us back onto the truck, gestured to the drivers with a twirl of his finger, then mounted the bumper
himself. We rode in silence. As the afternoon passed, we began discarding our hats and jackets, mopping the
sweat from our brows with our standard-issue bandanas. Sergeant Pickett remained as is, scanning us every
now and then with an expression that belied nothing. Only Dent and Dunn remained in their uniforms.
When it seemed the heat had reached its apex, Ricketts bolted to his feet.
“Bullshit,” he said. “This is complete bullshit. Four days on this heap without a true word about the purpose
of this mission and now this. They give us a CO, put him in the back of our truck like he’s one of our mates,
and he sits here saying not a Goddamn thing.”
I braced myself in my seat. Brodsky stood and I punched him in the thigh.
“We want to know the mission,” Brodsky said, and now the others spoke up with him.
The sergeant stood. He had a pistol at his waist, the holster clip unbuttoned, the safety turned to the off
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position.
“We reach our departure point within the hour, gentlemen. Everything will be made clear then.”
He stared at Brodsky a moment longer and reclaimed his seat. I pulled Brodsky back down beside me.
The road bifurcated. We turned and angled south, away from the wall, and reached the coast by nightfall. Our
final destination was a small barracks in a military fortification at the edge of a deserted fishing town.
Besides a small crew of general laborers, we seemed to be the base’s sole inhabitants. We were ordered to
unload the trucks, then gather for a mission briefing. The promise of this information put a charge into us. As
I lifted a crate, Ricketts put an elbow into my ribs and leaned in close to me.
“What do you think this shit is?” he said. “Why don’t we get to know? It’s our lives.”
“Quit it,” I said. “The sooner we finish, the sooner we’ll find out.”
“Maybe,” he said.
At 2300, we met in a decrepit meeting room at the rear of the barracks. There was an atmosphere of unrest
crackling in the air. It seemed as if any sudden movement might incite outright panic. Sergeant Pickett stood
at the front with his hands clasped behind his back, staring at the wall behind us.
“I have a story for you,” Pickett started. “There is an island not far from the shore of our illustrious state.
This island lies exact as God’s design on the divide that separates us from our great rival. There are men on
this island who honor no allegiance. Tomorrow, we board a hovercraft destined for this place. You have been
chosen for this operation because of your unique abilities, for your excellence in military service, for your
loyalty to the state. You have been selected specially by your CO’s to carry out a task vital to the state’s
survival,” he said. “You must have made an impression.”
We all kept our gazes forward. The same questions buzzed between us. What abilities? What
accomplishments? Who of us but Dent and Dunn fit the soldier Pickett described? We knew all of this was a
lie. Ricketts would tell us this speech had been crafted by an egghead from the capital with aspirations for
higher office, and we would believe him, because we weren’t gullible any longer.
“Not much is known about these people,” Pickett continued. “They are an unknown quantity, and thus we
face the singular challenge of engaging an enemy whose defense we know nothing about, whose motives are
uncertain, and on a terrain where they possess a distinct tactical advantage.”
“So it’s a suicide mission then,” Ricketts said.
Pickett didn’t acknowledge him. “Our mission is a simple one. Stealth, cunning, exploration. We learn as
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much as we can about our enemy, then we slip away. Poof. A hero’s welcome.”
That night, as I lay in my mildewed cot, the conundrum lingered. Why us? The short and oblong, the stupid
and paranoid, the country boys. Why us for a mission of such great importance to the state? Why Dent and
Dunn, who were so different than the rest of us? I knew then we had been chosen because we were
expendable.
Someone screamed, kicking at his bed with both heels. It was Shaker.
“Why even tell us, two men from each sector?” he said. “Why tell us such a blatant lie?” He was laughing
crazily.
“The illusion of safety,” Ricketts said. “Even now, even after all we’ve been through, we’re still hopeful
there are more of us on the way.”
I imagined my own welcome home. Mine and Brodsky’s. There would be a grand feast, all of our favorite
foods from the fields of our friends and neighbors. We would have our own story to tell of the war. As
Ricketts spoke, his voice like a lullaby from my childhood, I imagined telling my family about my own
courage under fire.
***
Brodsky shook me awake, and I clasped a hand to his throat.
“Time to go,” he said.
The barracks were frantic with departure. Men were scouring the floors for misplaced equipment, yanking at
the damp straps of their packs. Mankew sat carving his name into the rotting wood wall with his standard
issue knife.
The coastline was tufted with chaparral. Beyond the stone beach, the sea sparkled below the bright sky.
Sergeant Pickett was already waiting for us. The trucks were gone and a hovercraft was moored in the dock.
Pickett ordered us to load our provisions onto the craft, along with a stack of unmarked crates.
Ricketts took a step toward him. “What’s in them?” he said. “We won’t do a thing until we know what’s in
them.”
“You won’t do a thing? Is that true?” Pickett asked us.
No one moved.
“OK,” Pickett said. “Private Ricketts, why don’t you take a look?”
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Ricketts hesitated a moment. He glanced at me and winked, then approached the crates. He produced his
field knife, pried apart the nails, and discarded the top. We heard the shot before Ricketts touched a hand to
his chest, or maybe it was afterwards, it happened in such a vacuum. But whether the sound came first or
Ricketts’ realization of what it meant, not an instant later his shirt went crimson wet and he fell to his knees.

Pickett retrieved the plank and affixed it back to the crate.
“You have your orders,” he said, and started off toward the craft.
Not one of us moved as Ricketts expired.
***
Later, after Brodsky and I had buried Ricketts in the gritty soil of the town, we boarded the hovercraft. A pall
hung over the men. No one could get a word out of Mankew; he chewed his thumb with a distant urgency.
We had wrapped Ricketts in a wool blanket and rolled him into the earth. Brodsky had whispered a prayer. I
recalled a story my grandfather had liked to tell me about the time his company had gotten extended in an
arid region of the North. They had gone four days with no food and little water when they came upon an
oasis that sustained them until reinforcements could arrive. Staring down at Ricketts, I wondered what made
water spill from the desert and what made salt flats.
Sergeant Pickett paced the deck, giving each of us final orders about what battle formation was and where the
machine guns should be aimed and what to do in the case of disaster. Brodsky and I manned the left-rear gun,
Dent and Dunn the right. It felt foreign out in the open sea air, all of us far flung from the truck. We watched
the dual wakes bubble up and dissipate in the water behind us. The general laborers stared at us from the
edge of the scrubby beach.
I left the turret and crossed the deck to our gunner-mates.
“Why are you here?” I asked.
They stared back at the land, our state, receding from us.
I pulled the sidearm from my hip and pressed it against Dent-Dunn’s kidney.
“What did you do?” I said. “What got you stuck here?”
He grabbed my hand and pressed the muzzle deeper.
“Something bad enough to land us here with you.”
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I backed away until a gust blew over us, and his partner buckled over.
“Dunn,” Dent said.
A streak of blood stained the white deck. The sea exploded around us.
“Take cover,” Sergeant Pickett yelled, standing atop the bridge.
He pointed at us, then walked out of sight, and soon a fine red mist sprayed into the space he had vacated.
Brodsky authored a primal scream, swinging the turret of his M85 to point at the sky and firing at an invisible
enemy. I crawled toward the control room and found Mankew hunched against a fan encasement with his
chest blown open. I thrashed against the bridge door to no answer, bullets sucking the air around me.
Hedgewick was propelled off the side of the craft by a blast. McIlroy lay prone in a shivering swath of blood.
I held my hands to my ears and curled around a metal cleat. Brodsky came squirming on his belly through a
pool of casings, crying.
The hovercraft surged forward, skipping over the waves like a water bug. I watched behind us as the artillery
sent cones of water fifty feet into the blue sky. Any moment now, I thought, one shell to the heart of our
vessel and we’d be scattered across the ocean. Then, without explanation, the attack ceased and all that could
be heard was the hum of our engines as they carried us indifferently to the island.
***
We eased onto the beach with the sun still high. There were seven of us, and we searched one another’s eyes
for guidance like lost children. When we finally broke into the bridge, we discovered the control’s set to
autopilot and locked with a password of which only Pickett had known the code. Return was not a
possibility.
Dent was the first to get his bearings. He directed us in throwing the bodies of the dead in the clear shallows
behind the craft, then arranged an inventory of our supplies. Food and water we had plenty of, but
ammunition was low. And then there were the unmarked crates. Once we had rationed our bullets and
established a watch, Brodsky, Dent, and I went below deck. Dent pried the first case open. Then another.
Brodsky and I joined in. It should not have been a surprise to find them all filled with explosives.
We survived the night without a sign of the aggressors. Dent, suddenly talkative, kept going on about how
sadistic they must be for letting us suffer the agony of staying our executions. The Northerners were savages,
they were brilliant captors. I told him maybe they didn’t mean to kill us since they hadn’t done it yet.
Once Dent was sufficiently convinced there were no guerillas hiding beyond the tree line, Brodsky, Shaker,
and I set out to scout our immediate surroundings. The island, from our crude calculations, could not be
much larger than a few square miles. The white sand beach curved severely from our view on either side, and
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there was no topography to suggest any significant expanse inland. We advanced to the narrow copse of
coconut trees at the edge of the sand and took cover. The jungle grew denser, and Shaker commented that the
island reminded him of a cay off the shore of his town where he used to catch crabs with his brothers.
We inched deeper into the vegetation. Brodsky took the lead. The wildlife buzzed and screamed around us.
Suddenly, Brodsky threw his hand up. He pointed in the distance to shapes of cloth hanging from the low
slung branch of a distant tree.
“Pinter, on me,” he said. “Shaker, you cover the rear.”
I nodded at the miracle that was Brodsky at that moment; he looked made for his uniform. I raised my rifle
and crept beside him toward the target.
At twenty yards I could make out the exact colors on the cloth. At fifteen, the exact patterns. A flash of
recognition struck me and Brodsky at seemingly the same moment. We both gripped our rifles tighter. It
occurred to me that this could be a trap, but I could not turn away.
There above us were uniforms of not only our countrymen but of the Northern army as well. They were shot
through and cut into ribbons like a string of old propaganda pennants. At the base of the tree, heaping piles
were stacked, torn and tattered and soiled, with no sign of their owners. I began to wonder if this was a
message to stay away or an omen of our near future.
“We’ve got to tell the others,” I said.
Now Brodsky nodded, too.
We retreated to our previous position to retrieve Shaker, but he was nowhere to be found. Somewhere in the
jungle, rifle fire rang out.
“Shaker,” Brodsky called. He kept yelling all the way as I dragged him to the craft.
***
That night, holed up in the bridge, we tried to make sense of the uniforms. Brodsky and I relayed the story
for what felt like the hundredth time. Peersaw and Beattie shook their heads. Dent pressed for more details.
Kilroy brooded in the corner, his face obscured by shadow.
“It doesn’t make sense,” Dent finally said. “Who are these people? How did they get here?”
A long silence passed.
“We’ll swim back,” Peersaw said. “We could make it. We could rig up a floatation device. It wasn’t that
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far.”
“You swim back,” Dent said. “It just doesn’t make sense.”
“It makes perfect sense,” Kilroy said. “We told you from the start, Shaker and me, this wasn’t the first go
round. The state’s been at this for a long time, who knows how long, maybe even before the war. If that’s
the case, whoever’s on this island has been at it a long time, too. It could be anyone out there.”
I looked away from Kilroy. It seemed worse opening our minds to an explanation from before the war. We
had known one enemy for so long that the possibility that another had been lurking all along was too much to
bear.
“Whoever it is,” Kilroy said. “I’m not letting Shaker face them alone.”
“Don’t be so sentimental,” Dent said. “I would have killed you myself long ago if I knew you cared so little
about your own life.”
“I’m going,” Kilroy said. “It’s better than staying here with you.”
Beattie cleared his throat. “I’ll go with you,” he said.
We were not surprised when Kilroy and Beattie had not returned the next morning. I had done all I could the
previous night to prevent them, denying them my ammo, hiding the prize provisions, appealing to reason. I
knew it was goodbye. What shocked and worried us more was waking to find Peersaw missing as well. Dent
tried to convince us that Peersaw had gone ahead with his plan, tried to swim back across the channel, he’d
heard rustling in the night, but I knew he was wrong. I could hear the timbre of fear in his voice. I knew
Peersaw would not have dared make the trip on his own or gone after Kilroy or taken one step from the craft,
but still I tried to persuade myself otherwise. That he had been taken as he slept by our sides was too
extraordinary to consider.

I found Brodsky sitting at the stern of the craft, staring back toward our state. He was pensive, calm. There
was a hardness about him, an immediacy in his gaze I had not witnessed, that I believe had not existed
yesterday or any day before.
“Pinter,” he said. “There is no hope for us.”
He rose to his feet and walked toward the craft’s bow. He didn’t bother to take his rifle. I left mine, too.
We hopped the low lifelines, splashing into the swells, and started along the margin of beach. Dent called to
us over the craft’s PA.
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“Are you stupid,” he said. “Repeat. You must be stupid.”
We did not turn.
“Get back here,” he yelled. “Come back.”
The shore began to curve out of sight of the craft. We heard Dent’s footfalls in the breakers behind us.
“You’re not soldiers,” he said. “None of you. You’re not soldiers.”
As the sun climbed higher, the glare beat off the sea and the sand, and piece by piece we discarded our
jackets and our shirts and our boots.
“I’ll kill you,” Dent kept saying. “I swear to God.”
We did not look back.
We walked clear around the island. There was no mining project or research facility. There was no sign of
indigenous populations. We knew this not from visual confirmation but because there was no sign of
resistance, just more discarded uniforms like the ones we had seen prior, and I began to wonder where the
artillery had come from in the first place. Whether the general laborers back at the state’s edge were not
trained killers with their own orders to carry out. Taking the last curve that brought our craft back into view,
we saw a group of men marching toward us.
“It’s them,” Dent said. “There’s too many. Where are your rifles? For God’s sake why didn’t you bring
your rifles?”
As we grew nearer, I realized the men were naked, tanned a shade I had seen on the skin of some of the
fishermen from the farthest south of our state who were famed for staying on the water for months on end —
men we champion in our state brochures. They were carrying rifles, rifles like our own that we had left
aboard the craft, and those of the Northern soldiers. The sun was behind them, and I swore I saw a pair of
reedy fellows in the glare, flanked on either side by shorter silhouettes. A man was leading them, a dark heat
shadow shimmering against the white shore, and as he closed the distance between us the jungle seemed to
shake and grow lush with his every step. They were our countrymen, or they were coming to kill us. I could
not tell. I would have my answers soon. I kept walking toward them.
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Moscow, 1968
Mimi Lipson

Helena’s three-family building sat on the back half of a divided lot on the Cambridge-Somerville line, tucked
in behind another house. A trellis, sagging from the weight of a Concord grape vine, covered the flagstone
walk. Crushed fruit littered the concrete steps leading to the porch, where all the names on the mailboxes
gave an impression of serious overcrowding. Below Helena’s name on the third floor mailbox was that of
her son, Jonathan. He lived in Jamaica Plain but registered his car in Cambridge. A long list of Tanzanian
names covered the second floor mailbox: Membe, Batenga, Bukurura, Amani, etc. There were actually only
three single men living in the apartment, but not always the same three. As they moved in and out, new
names were appended to the list, written on masking tape in various hands. On the mailbox for the first floor,
along with “Gulnaev” — Helena’s Section 8 tenants, a family from Chechnya — were several other Chechen
surnames; probably relatives using their address for some official business.
It had been a nice little junkyard district when Helena bought the building fifteen years earlier, with only a
few houses on her end of the block. Since then, condominium complexes and parking garages had sprung up
everywhere. Her building was hemmed in on three sides, but her south windows faced the open sky above
her neighbor’s back yard. One moonlit night, Helena and Jonathan had sneaked past the neighbor’s house
with two passive solar panels and installed them on the south wall of her building to supplement the forced
hot-air heating system. The results had been disappointing, though, and now she was blowing insulation into
the ceiling of her kitchen with a machine she’d rented by the hour. She worked slowly. At seventy-one,
she’d become unsteady on a stepladder. Insulation escaped from the keyholes she’d cut in the drywall before
she had a chance to cover them up, and clouds of itchy fluff blew around the room, sticking to her sweaty
arms and neck and to her tights. The hose kept clogging. Each time, she had to climb down, turn off the
machine, and pull the impacted wad out of the nozzle. She was beginning to worry that she wouldn’t make it
back to the rental place before they closed.
She heard a knock on the back door and descended the ladder carefully. Zabet, one of the Chechens from the
first floor, stood in the dark stairwell holding a Pyrex dish. Zabet’s hair, cut stylishly short and dyed a
reddish brown when Helena had last seen it, was covered now with a black hijab. It made a striking
combination with her thin, gracefully arched eyebrows, which were tattooed on — as were her eye- and
lip-liner. Helena smoothed the insulation from her own hair and asked Zabet in. The Gulnaevs were were
political refugees. They had been living in Helena’s first floor apartment for seven-and-a-half years. Zabet
and her husband, Axmet, had two children: a son, Adlan, now twenty, and his sister Alla, who was seventeen
and no longer living at home. All of them were dark and lithe, with long, straight noses and intelligent
almond-shaped eyes. Their beauty somehow made their problems seem more tragic.
***
When they first arrived, Zabet often came to Helena for help. Helena welcomed the opportunity to use her
college Russian. She read employment ads for Zabet and helped her apply for food stamps. These were the
sorts of things she’d dealt with herself thirty-five years earlier when she was newly divorced, with a son and
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a daughter of her own. She found charter schools for the children. Also a Balkan choir, a homework club, and
a dance school that offered sliding scale tuition.
At first Helena had a hard time making sense of their story — because her Russian was rusty, and because
they’d moved around so much. Axmet and Zabet had met as college students in Novosibirsk and fallen in
love, to the disappointment of both families, who’d had other plans for them. They’d lived in Grozny and in
Zabet’s home country of Dagestan before settling in Kyrghyzstan, where Axmet had relatives. Then, around
the time of the second Chechen war, Axmet had lost his job. Zabet described arrests and beatings —
sometimes attributing them to ethnic hatred, sometimes to bad luck or random chance, sometimes to
professional or family jealousies. Even when Helena didn’t understand the words — visilat, obvinyat — she
could guess their meanings from Zabet’s dramatic expressions.
During the their few years in Cambridge, things seemed to go all right for the Gulnaevs. Helena made a few
small loans to get them settled in. Helena helped Zabet pay for a cosmetics course. Zabet got a job in a salon
in Brookline, where the clients were mostly Russian Jews, and Axmet found work at a muffler shop.
Somehow, though, setbacks always outpaced advances, and they weren’t quite able to cover their expenses.
Axmet had health problems. Adlan graduated from high school and enrolled in classes at Bunker Hill
Community College, but he dropped out within within a few months. Zabet told Helena it was because his
classes were too easy — that he was planning to apply to some real colleges.
As their problems mounted, the family seemed to retrench. Zabet and Alla began covering their hair. Adlan
grew a beard and began attending a local mosque. Only Axmet was unaltered; he still shaved and wore work
pants, running shoes, and fitted t-shirts that showed off his boxer’s physique.
Then, unexpectedly, they took Alla out of school. The concern was that she was “having boyfriends.”
“She’s becoming a wild girl, Galina,” Zabet explained. “You don’t know how wild.”
While Helena was still thinking of a way to get Alla back in school, she learned of her engagement to a
Chechen boy whose uncle was a wealthy businessman in Kazakhstan.
“Does she want this?” Helena asked.
“Yes,” Zabet said. “She wants away.”
Alla and her new husband would live in Almaty. She could finish school there, Zabet said. She was interested
in the law, or maybe social work. Helena couldn’t honestly say her prospects were worse in Almaty than in
Cambridge. Somehow, though, Alla ended up back in Chechnya living with her in-laws. In Grozny, of all
places, where the Gulnaevs’ journey had begun. Within a year she had a baby.
***
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Zabet handed Helena the Pyrex dish and stepped into the kitchen. “I brought you cabbage with meats and
rice. I think you like this before.”
“Golubtsy,” insisted Helena. “Bolshoi spasiba.”
“Yes, of course, golubtsy.” She collapsed in a chair. “Oh, Galina!” This was what she called Helena. “Is
problem with Alla. She is in Grozny hospital.”
Helena sat down across the table and winced. “Alla is sick?”
“She have a fever, very high fever, and pain in stomach.”
“What do the doctors say?”
“Well, you know Movladi’s mother make her work too hard.”
Helena had heard this already. It as was much as Zabet would reveal of any misgivings. “But do they know
why she has a fever? Is it some kind of infection?”
“Yes, infection.”
“What kind of infection? What’s wrong with her?”
Zabet tugged nervously on the sleeve of her sweater. “I wish she could go to Kizlyar. To the better hospital,
for antibiotics.” Zabet’s family was in Kizlyar, just over the Dagestan border.
Helena shook her head, not understanding. “They aren’t treating her? No antibiotics?”
“Of course, but I call this morning and she still have a high fever. I don’t think they are giving her real drugs.
You have to pay to make sure they give her real drugs, not counterfeit. I know the doctor in Kizlyar to get
them.”
“Maybe she should come back here if she’s sick.”
“No, no — is better there.”
Helena didn’t have the heart to mount a defense of the American medical system. She submitted to it herself
only when starkly necessary.
“How much money do you think you’ll need for this?”
“Well, something else. I wish I could go to Kizlyar, to take care from her. And I know we already owe you. I
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have some necklace that I can sell. Antique necklace. I can show you. But I’m asking, can you lend the
money now?”
Zabet’s face, a pale oval inscribed by black fabric, was pinched with fear for Alla. Of course Helena would
give her the money, but she already felt the drag of futility.
It was 8:30. She’d have to keep the insulation blower for another day.
***
Axmet leaned into the engine of Jonathan’s Subaru, listening. Jonathan liked Axmet very much. He was
compact and muscled, and Jonathan particularly admired his shapely Caucasian moustache. He could be
moody, sometimes passing Jonathan in the stairwell of his mother’s building without a greeting, but there
was usually a kind of conspiratorial manliness about their interactions that Jonathan found flattering. A few
times he had even been invited into the Gulnaevs’ kitchen for a glass of brandy, which had been served in a
cordial class from a mirror-lined credenza jammed up against the fridge.

“Bad sparkplug wires,” Axmet said, straightening up.
“Didn’t you change them last month when you tuned it?”
Axmet shrugged cryptically and closed the hood. He had been a mechanical engineer back in Chechnya, but
Jonathan suspected that he was not a very good auto mechanic. His repairs were never without
complications. For instance, the Subaru had been guzzling fuel since the tune-up. Jonathan was loath to
complain, though, because Axmet had only charged him for parts (air filter, points, plugs, and wires). Axmet
himself had insisted on listening to the engine just now; he’d been sitting on a kitchen chair on the sidewalk
when Jonathan pulled up.
“I can replace wires.”
“Well, I’m kind of running around today, Axmet.”
“Leave the key, Jonathan! I can fix it now.”
“I told my mother I’d take her to Home Depot. Can I look for you in an hour or so?”
“Of course, Jonathan!”
This was all part of a complex system of barter between his mother and the Gulnaevs. Axmet worked on his
Subaru and Helena’s Civic. She’d had eyeliner tattooed on her face at Zabet’s salon. (The idea creeped
Jonathan out). Zabet was always bringing food upstairs: black bread or borscht or some Chechen dish. All
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this was in exchange for rent forgiven — their mandated contribution to the Section 8 payment. And, he
suspected, other favors. As much as he liked Axmet, Jonathan found the Gulnaevs frustrating and depressing.
The stories his mother told him about them were full of baroque Chechen problems requiring Chechen
solutions: bribes, arranged marriages, Soviet-era medicine. It seemed to him that the family was not any
better off after seven years of his mother’s interventions, and he wondered if she would have become so
involved with them if they were from somewhere else. On her bookshelf: Ouspensky, Gurdjieff, Idries Shah.
“Tell your mother dryer is fixed,” Axmet called out as Jonathan climbed the front steps. “Tell her it was
thermal fuse. And thanks her again. For Alla.”
Jonathan found Helena in her kitchen. She poured her coffee into a mayonnaise jar, screwed on the lid, and
put the jar in her purse — one of her bizarre habits of thrift.
“Axmet says to thank you for Alla. What does that mean, thanks for Alla?”
By the set of his mother’s jaw, he could tell she’d loaned them more money.
“What do you need at Home Depot?” he asked when she didn’t answer his first question.
“A door.” She belted her jacket. “For the dining room in the first floor. Zabet is bringing Alla back from
Dagestan in a few days with her baby, and they need to turn it back into a bedroom.”
“Alla’s moving back in?”
“Zabet doesn’t want to leave her with her husband’s family while she’s recuperating.”
“Recuperating from what?”
Helena waited until they were in Jonathan’s car to answer. “The doctors said it was herpes simplex five.”
“Simplex five? I’ve never heard of that. Did her husband pick it up from a hooker?”
She frowned. “I should do some childproofing.”
“How long is she staying?”
“I don’t know. I’m hoping she doesn’t go back at all. Zabet didn’t come out and say it, but I think her
husband has been abusing her.”
“Jesus. What next?”
Helena looked tired under the fluorescent lights at Home Depot. As she reached up for a package of cabinet
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latches, Jonathan noticed her tights had worn through at the heels. It infuriated him to think how the
Gulnaevs must see his mother: a rich American landlady. “You should get the cheapest piece of hollow-core
shit they have, Mom,” he said as they walked through the aisle of doors, craning their necks.
“Hah. You sound like Adlan. I asked him what happened to the old door, and he said he threw it away. ‘I
never saw a piece of shit like that before I moved to your country.’ That’s what he said.” She leafed through
the doors on the rack like pages in a newspaper. “The cheapest six-panel is $80.00, without the hardware.
Maybe I can get something at the salvage yard.”
The rest of them were depressing. Adlan, though, Jonathan actively disliked. He assumed Adlan, who struck
him as some kind of charlatan with his skull cap and hiphop pants, was behind the family’s religious turn —
and therefore, he assumed, this latest misery.
“Why do you let him talk to you like that?” he said. “They aren’t even paying rent.”
“Yes they are.”
“You told me they weren’t.”
“I’m getting Section 8,” she said crossly.
“I know that. But you said they were supposed to be paying some of it themselves.”
“Axmet lost his job. Zabet’s hours got cut back.”
“Of course they cut her hours back. Who wants to get make-up tattooed on their face by a lady in a burka?”
“It’s not a burka. It’s a hijab.”
“Anyhow, I guarantee you Section 8 did not approve that apartment for four adults and a baby.”
Helena took the mayonnaise jar out of her pocketbook and unscrewed the lid. “Maybe it would be better if
Alla and her baby stayed upstairs with me.”
“What? Where are they going to sleep?” Helena had two bedrooms in her apartment, but one was stripped
down to the studs and completely filled with tools. “Mom?”
“I heard you. They can sleep in my room, of course.” She screwed the lid back on without taking a drink.
“And where are you going to sleep?”
“The sofa pulls out.”
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Jonathan enjoyed telling people about his mother’s crazy building: the Chechens, the Tanzanians, sneaking
around with the passive solar panels. Still, the thought of her in her flannel nightgown, stacking the cushions
on the floor and pulling out the sofa bed, of the dusty old blankets he remembered from his own childhood,
her scratched reading glasses and pill bottles on the cluttered end table — the whole picture filled him with
shame.
***
Helena had spent a week removing the old shingles from the front wall of her building — a job that should not
have taken more than a few days. She pulled out the nails with a cat’s paw, bundled the shingles with twine,
and stacked them in the alley on the side of the house so she could put them out for the trash men a few
bundles at a time. Now she was nailing on new shingles, working from the ground up. She used a chalk line
to keep the courses straight. She was almost up to the second floor windows. Looking around, she saw that
she’d forgotten to bring the level with her the last time she moved the plank.
Axmet sat on a kitchen chair at the end of the flagstone walk, looking out at the street. It had become his
regular spot in the last few months. Helena called out to him: “Axmet, can you pass me that level?” He
didn’t turn around, so she called again, louder this time, and he jumped up. “I’m sorry. I didn’t mean to
startle you. Could you pass me the level?”
He got up and steadied himself against the neighbor’s house.
“Are you okay?”
“Headache,” he said.
Helena knelt on the plank and reached down as far as she could. He passed the level into her extended hand.
“Thank you,” she said. “I’m so tired of climbing up and down. So, Axmet, did Alla tell you about the place
we looked at?”
“What place?”
“Horizon House.” She held the level up to the shingles and pried loose the one she’d just nailed on. “They
offer GED classes. Alla shouldn’t need much help, though; she could probably pass the test if she took it
today. But they do have some job training.”
“Alla is going to college?” Axmet looked confused.
“No. Well, maybe. It’s more like a residential program.”
“Why Alla don’t stay here?”
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“I’m not sure it’s … well, do you think it’s safe for Alla and her baby to stay here right now?”
“Why not is safe?”

“You know her husband’s been calling, right? Threatening to send someone to take the baby?”
His face hardened. “Don’t worry Movladi. I can take care Movladi.” He sat back down on his chair, facing
away from the house.
***
Upstairs in her apartment, Helena found Zabet sitting on the sofa with Alla’s baby, a curly-haired little girl
named Malina.
“Galina, come sit!” Zabet moved the baby onto her lap and patted the cushion next to her.
“Just give me a moment,” Helena said, taking off her tool belt.
“I am showing Malina her mother’s wedding video. Sit for a minute.”
Helena sat down.
A snow-topped mountain, a sky of impossible blue. A waterfall dissolving into a beautiful sunset. A pure
white dove gliding across the screen, peeling away the sunset with its beak to reveal the image beneath: three
old women chopping vegetables in an outdoor kitchen. “Those are Movladi’s aunties,” Zabet said. She
pressed fast-forward as a wedding tent went up in juddering video frames. She took her thumb off the button
to show Adlan offering a stack of dollar bills to another young man. “Movladi. This is, they are pretending
only. A — “
“A ritual?” asked Helena.”
“Yes, a ritual. See, Movladi turn him away.”
Young women danced across a cement courtyard in long, brightly colored dresses, hands held high in elegant
shapes. Zabet’s free hand twisted with the rhythm of the pandur music in the background. “See,
Malinochka? Your mother is the best dancer. You remember, Galina. You take her to dance class.”
More chopping of vegetables. Cartoon animals scampered through the scene — a squirrel, a deer, a
porcupine.
“Movladi’s family pay a lot of money for this video,” Zabet said. “Is the best director in Almaty.”
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Now the camera followed a line of white Mercedes limousines, and now a row of men in dark, old-fashioned
clothes sitting on wooden chairs. Helena recognized Axmet among them. She was startled for a moment, as
though she had spotted him in a Stalin-era ethnographic film.
“Zabet, how is Axmet doing? He didn’t seem well when I saw him just now.”
Zabet sucked air between her teeth: tsstch. “You know his headache get all the time worse. And he don’t eat
without throwing up.”
“What does the doctor say?”
“The doctor said he have to stop working, he need resting. But what working?” She offered a palm to the
sky.
The camera wobbled around a room full of women, stopping at Alla in her wedding dress. Zabet was fixing
the veil on her head, which was surrounded by yellow cartoon birds.
“There,” Zabet said, hitting pause. “There, see?” Handing the baby to Helena, she got up and tapped the
screen. “One of my necklace — garnet and pearl. That one is Alla’s favorite. Galina, I have to get dinner
started. There’s a bottle in the fridge for Malina, and Alla will coming home soon. She say 5:30, latest.” She
kissed Malina on the cheek and let herself out the back door.
Helena carried Malina to the kitchen and put her in her high chair. The baby reached up expectantly with her
starfish hand, and Helena gave her a spoon — something for her to bang on her tray.
“Buh,” said Malina.
“Buh,” answered Helena.
“Buh BAH.”
Helena was thinking about Alla’s wedding dress, its scoop neck and princess sleeves. She wondered if Alla
wore her headscarf and abaya in Grozny.
The front door slammed, then the bedroom door. Helena picked up the baby. She found Alla in the bedroom,
dumping her suitcases out on the floor. The recent illness had made her face narrower, and Helena was struck
by how different she looked from the girl in the video. She pushed her sleeves back and clawed through the
pile. She still had on the thin black rubber bracelets she’d worn in high school — a dozen on each wrist.
“What are you looking for?” Helena asked.
“Malina’s passport.” She extracted it from a zippered pouch and tried to tear it in half, then started ripping
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out pages and crumpling them.
“Stop that, Alla, and tell me what happened.”
Alla dropped the passport and leaned against the bed. “He says I have to send her to Movladi’s family.” Her
eyes watered, and she bent forward, hiding her face.
“Who said that?”
“Papa,” she said through her hands. “I can’t believe you told him about Horizon House.”
“Oh, Alla, I’m so sorry. I didn’t know it was a secret.”
“Did you tell him about the herpes, too?”
“Of course not!” But she wasn’t sure. Had she mentioned it?
Malina whined and twisted toward her mother. Helena set her down on the floor next to Alla. “I’m sorry,”
she said again, and she really was. Nothing she did turned out right.
***
Jonathan’s mother looked up at him anxiously while he disassembled the top layer of scaffolding. He could
see it was killing her not to be holding the hammer herself.
“I would have come over and helped you with the shingles if you’d said something.”
“I didn’t need help with the shingles. I just need you to loosen those couplings for me.”
She was wearing a wraparound skirt and a sleeveless blouse. Her legs were covered in bruises. He noticed
that her hair, pinned in a messy bun on top of her head, had turned from blonde to white.
“You can’t do this by yourself,” he said. He hammered in silence for a while. “You know — ” He stopped
himself.
“What? What do I know?”
He turned around. “Okay. You could hire someone to do this shit for you if you’d stop giving your money
away.”
“I don’t want to hire someone.” Her mouth was puckered stubbornly. “I’m perfectly capable of shingling
my own house. And it was a loan.”
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Jonathan exhaled “Right, the necklaces. I forgot.” He went back to hammering. “They aren’t your family,”
he said. “You have a family. If they were your family, Adlan would be up here doing this instead of strutting
around like a holy pimp. Treating his own sister like chattel.”
“You don’t know anything about it,” Helena said, shouting over the clang of Jonathan’s hammer.
“I know you think you’re helping, but you’re not,” he said reasononably. “Throwing money at those people
will not solve their problems.”
When he looked down again, she’d gone inside the house. He’d resolved to go upstairs and make some sort
of conciliatory gesture when she reappeared, holding a sheet of paper.
“Axmet asked me to show you this,” she said. “Adlan’s college essay. He wants a man’s opinion.” She
handed it up to him and went back inside.
I would like to thank the Admission Committee for wondering to know more about me. As you will see in my
record, I am a very good student in math, and also Physics. I hope to be a mechanical engineer one day, so it
is not important that I don’t have such a good marks in English and some other subjects, though of course I
love the English Language very much. Also, that I graduated from Highschool over two years ago.

One more thing you might like to know about me is the person I most admire. This Person is my father, Mr.
Axmet Gulnaev, age 45. He is a strong Patriarch of our family, when we came seven years ago from
Chechnya. In Chechnya, as you may know, we have two wars so that we can be a free country from Russia.
This is what I admire most about America that it became free from Britain after much bloodshed and
courage and it is no different for Chechnya. I admire Axmet Gulnaev because he was kidnaped by the police
and beaten, but he took us his family, to this country. My father was is was a mechanical engineer in
Chechnya, as I will be one here. That is the other think I admire about America, that anyone who works hard
will get his reward.
***
In the jewelry stores up and down Newbury Street, they’d taken one look at Zabet’s hijab and directed her
elsewhere, hands hovering above panic buttons. That was what she told Helena.
“You think I was carrying bomb,” she said.
Someone told her about a specialist in Downtown Crossing who bought antique jewelry for private clients.
They knew what she had, but they didn’t think she did.
“‘Where did you get this?’ They ask me that, and then they insulted me with their offers.”
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She took the necklaces to Brookline, where she hoped her Russian would do her some good, but no one
offered even a quarter of what they were worth. Finally, an appraiser told her that the market for her jewelry
was in Moscow, so the Gulnaevs pooled their money and bought her a plane ticket. She had an appointment
that Axmet’s cousin’s husband’s college roommate set up.
“I’d love to see Moscow again,” Helena said to Zabet on the way to the airport.
“You have been to Moscow, Galina?”
“I was there in, let’s see, 1968. With my first husband.”
“1968,” Zabet said wonderingly. “That was a long time ago.” She opened her pocketbook and checked to see
that she had remembered all her documents. “Thank you for looking after Alla and Malina,” she added in
Russian.
“Ne problema. No problem.”
“Oh,” she said, returning to English, “This is insurance card for Axmet. I don’t let him keep it, because he
will lose. Can you remind him he have doctor appointment on Friday?”
“Friday. Yes, what time?”
“Friday at 10:00.”
“I’ll make sure he gets there,” Helena said. “I’ll take care of everything.”
She stopped at the curb outside the international terminal. She meant to wait until Zabet got inside, but a
shuttle van pulled up behind her and honked. As soon as she got home, exhaustion overtook her and she lay
down on the sofa. The shingling was done and she’d replaced two windows, but she’d meant to accomplish
so much more, and now the summer was over.
She closed her eyes and saw Moscow, washed in Instamatic green.
Monumental plazas, fountains lined with tulips. Streets nearly empty; shop windows displaying Bulgarian
canned goods in sparse pyramids. Zabet steps off a green and white electric tram. Her hair is cut stylishly
short and dyed a reddish brown. She looks at the street name high up on the corner building. She shows a
piece of paper to an old grandmother sweeping the sidewalk in front of a store, and follows her indicating
gesture through a gate to an inner courtyard.
Zabet comes out of her appointment smiling. The envelope she’s holding bulges with hard currency. She
crosses to the median island of the wide boulevard, disappears briefly behind a passing bus, and reappears on
the opposite sidewalk in front of a kiosk, the kind that sells sausages and piroshki and potatoes stuffed with
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herring. She changes her mind, and instead, she walks a few blocks west and crosses the Borodinsky Bridge
to the market near the Kievsky train station. She’ll buy some bread and apricots, and maybe some tomatoes,
the kind they grow in Kizlyar: deep red, almost the color of plums. She’ll eat her picnic on a bench in the
vaulted waiting room of the station. Zabet is gone.
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Hostage
Michael Pearce

1.
Charlie Sofer got home from work on a Thursday evening to find a green envelope taped to his front door.
The note inside was written in an elegant, wispy script that he recognized as his mother’s.
My Dearest Charlie,
They have finally got hold of me. They have whisked me away across town where I couldn’t see
where it is. They are holding me until as they say they are good and ready to let go. So you should
wait for further notice from us.
Your Loving Mother,
Elsa

Charlie set the letter on the kitchen table and called his mother’s number, but no one answered. He read the
note again, looking for clues. It was clearly Elsa’s handwriting: tiny, precise, lower-case letters interspersed
with dramatic, looping capitals; the signature was unmistakable. The paper looked to be from a note pad she
kept by the phone in her bedroom.
He wasn’t sure what to make of the message. In the two years since she’d suffered a mild stroke she had
often complained about perilous corners and crannies on her block inhabited by lurking predators. The
neighborhood was in decline, but Charlie had never spotted any menacing loiterers or evidence of drug
trafficking or the like. He also understood that the world can be scary and genuinely unkind to a
seventy-four-year-old woman. As he set the note on the kitchen counter, he recalled that the envelope was
from a card he’d sent her on Mother’s Day; she had simply scratched out the word “Mom” on the front.
He had last seen his mother the previous Sunday evening, and it was apparent then that she was in one of her
frequent bad spells. He and his daughter Joelle had arrived late with Chinese food, and Elsa had greeted them
with a look both worried and distracted as she welcomed them into her apartment’s familiar mix of odors —
stale smoke and instant coffee, overripe bananas and mildewed books and her own leaky, unwashed body.
She was smoking more vehemently than usual, wrestling each drag out of the cigarette with her desperate,
noisy lungs, then releasing the smoke with a sigh of turmoil and dissatisfaction. She smoked straight through
dinner, saying little and eating less.
It was only as the time for leave-taking approached that Elsa began to voice her apprehension, standing in the
kitchen doorway and speaking in short gushes that would suddenly stop dead, as if the power had been turned
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off, then start up again out of the silence of Charlie and Joelle’s politeness. Things were wrong, ominously
wrong, in the neighborhood: streetlights that had worked for years had mysteriously gone dark; the empty
storefront at the corner showed signs of squatter occupation; the police rarely patrolled the block, even
though Elsa had warned them more than once that criminals had their eye on her building. Her neighbors in
the building didn’t seem to care, treated her like a child, in fact, when she complained.
When Joelle made motions to leave, zipping up her pink vinyl jacket and edging toward the front door, Elsa
ambushed her, clutching her granddaughter’s arm and patting her cheek as she turned to Charlie with what
was meant to be a smile. “Watch out for this girl, she’s precious. Seems a little pale though, don’t you think,
Charlie?” Charlie smiled and shrugged. Elsa’s voice leaped in pitch and intensity. “Take care of her! You
hear me Charlie? You got no idea who’s out there and what they will do to an innocent, unsuspecting
person.”
A bad sign. If Elsa got onto the evil characters lurking in the shadows of her life, the evening would drag out
with a sour tedium. “She’s old enough to watch out for herself, Mother. She’s not a kid anymore. Look at
her.” He waved his hand toward Joelle with a flourish that said any nineteen-year-old with a shaved, tattooed
head and multiple piercings in her face and body made her own decisions. It was a gesture intended to draw
Elsa’s attention away from her own anxiety, but it didn’t work.
“You just don’t know,” she said. “You walk out the door and it looks like a calm and quiet street. But there
are nasty characters out there and they do bad stuff. Happens all the time. They could be nearby, maybe even
stalking you. Observing, waiting for you to let down your guard. You can’t relax in such circumstances. You
need to be vigilant — both of you.” She held up her hand, signaling that no one was to move or speak while
she stubbed her cigarette and fished out a new one. Charlie could hear her breathing shift, becoming quicker
and shallower, and a quiet hum started up in her throat. He’d come to regard this humming sound as a little
engine driven by the demons inside her, and knew she was revving up to a higher pitch of fear and fantasy.
When she began speaking again, her eyes behaved differently, gazed with a kind of visionary penetration,
past her son and granddaughter and into a distant realm where some awful drama of ambush and mayhem
was playing out. “They keep irregular hours, so you can’t even guess when they’re awake and on the prowl.
They know your patterns, your body rhythms, your movements.” She paused, and Charlie could hear the
engine’s steady whine. He looked at Joelle, who was staring at Elsa with both alarm and dismay, and decided
to try to head his mother off again.
“Mom, I know you worry, but — ”
“Somebody has to, and Lord knows it aint you.”
“Please, Mom — ”
“You gotta live like a warrior, always on the alert.” She opened the front door. “You two stick close
together. There’s power in numbers, and there’s power in love. Joelle, you look like a fella, and a mean one
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at that, but I love you big time. Say hi to your mom. Thanks for dinner, Charlie. Next time, how about pizza
for a change.”
Outside Elsa’s apartment building, Charlie thanked Joelle for coming with him. “I know your grandmother
can get a little tedious, going on about all her worries and fears,” he said. “I really appreciate your hanging in
there, Sweetie.”
He opened his arms for a goodbye embrace, but Joelle turned away. She’d been unusually quiet all evening.
Now she looked offended. “I love Gramma. I came to be with her, to bear witness to her pain, not to do you a
favor. Jesus, Daddy.” She gazed at him with a smoldering anger that he’d known, intermittently, since she
was twelve. He could think of nothing to say, and she finally shook her head and stomped away in her big
noisy boots, leaving Charlie — not for the first time — dazed and hurt.
2.
The day after Charlie got the note from his mother, he took a cab to her place during his lunch hour and let
himself in with a spare key she’d given him. The apartment looked and smelled the same. All the windows
were locked shut, and there was an unwashed coffee cup in the kitchen sink. The bed was unmade; for some
reason he got down on his hands and knees and checked under the bed, but there wasn’t anything there. As
he stood up, he felt a sharp pain in his lower back, and it occurred to him that his heavy, out-of-shape body
was succumbing to age as surely as Elsa’s was.
When he got home that evening there was another note taped to the door. This one was in a windowed
envelope that had been used for a power company bill.
Dear Charlie,
??There is a phone booth at Pier 18, just across from the diner with the crummy $4.99 early bird
breakfast. Please be there at 3 pm tomorrow.??
Love,
Mom

As he was putting the letter back in the envelope he noticed something inside. It was a sparse lock of his
mother’s hair, cut close to the scalp — a reddish brown color, with white roots.
Charlie arrived at the designated location twenty minutes before the hour. It was at the southeast corner of the
city’s downtown area, on the edge of the bay, a district that had managed to remain lightly industrial and
somewhat seedy in the face of encroaching gentrification. The phone booth — a large battered aluminum box
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from the seventies with one of the lower window panels covered in plywood — was easy to spot. He checked
to make sure the phone worked — so few of them did anymore.
At five after three, the phone rang. His mother’s voice came on before he could get a word out. “Charlie?
Are you all right?”
“Mom, where are you?”
“How’s Joelle?”
“Where are you? I’ll come and get you.”
“That won’t be necessary. They take care of all my transportation.”
“I’ve been terribly worried about you, Mom. You didn’t tell anybody you were leaving. Mrs. Olafson said
she had just talked with you the same morning you left.”

“Yes, we had a good little chat. Her grandson finally had surgery on his cleft palate. He’s doing very well.”
“You can’t take off without warning. You need to tell people what you’re up to.”
“Well I didn’t really have time, you know.”
“Mom, I’ve been worried sick.”
“I don’t think I like your tone of voice, Charlie.”
“Don’t you understand what it does to someone when you disappear without saying anything?”
“I’ve never liked it when you’ve talked to me like that, and I don’t like it now.”
“Mother, please try to be sensible.”
There was a sharp click, then a dial tone.
3.
The next note came by mail, two days later. The postmark was local.
Charlie Darling,
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You are my son and I would never say you are insensitive but I do think you could be a little more
concerned about my plight. I am captive to people who have the potential within them to be very
unkind, though they won’t say exactly what sort of unkindness they might unleash. Not that you
bothered to ask but so far they have treated me pretty good except the first night when they didn’t let
me pee for too long and there was a little accident. Otherwise they feed me on very healthy things,
healthier than I was eating at home I’m ashamed to say and I get to watch some TV. So I am doing
okay you don’t have to worry about my health. NOT THAT YOU BOTHERED TO ASK. Only they
don’t have much sense of humor especially Mr. Vitek who says he means business and I believe him.
Though I’m not very clear about just what his business is. But he says to stand by and wait for further
communication. Also he says and I quote “If you inform the police all bets are off.” That is all for
now Charlie.??
All my love,
Your Mother Elsa

4.
Detective Pete Milero fiddled with the thin parenthesis of his mustache, pinching the hair between the nails
of his thumb and forefinger as though scraping off dried snot. He stared at the photo of Elsa Sofer for a while
— too long, in fact — until his eyes finally rolled upwards and spied Charlie from behind wildly bushy gray
brows. “Stunning woman,” he said with the authority of an art critic.
“That picture is from several years ago. She’s changed some. She’s aged — not just her body but, you know,
her brain.”
“I’ll tell you something about women and beauty. If you have the right eye, you look at an old woman, even
a very old woman, and you see what she once was. You see it and then you feel it — sometimes you can
almost taste it. Same with a young girl: if you know how to look, you just dial forward through puberty and
there’s your coming attraction.” He stood and leaned over with his palms on the desk, as if to make sure that
Charlie could smell his breath and appreciate the sheen of his waxy bald head. “Did your mother have any
boyfriends?”
“Not in years,” Charlie said.
“How the hell would you know?”
Charlie thought a moment. “I’m pretty sure she didn’t have a boyfriend.”
“I’m gonna write a book: The Secret Lives of Widows. When an old person disappears, it’s not to go join
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the circus. It’s not to go crash in the basement of some abandoned building with eleven other crackheads.
Only reason an old broad takes off is to follow the scent of love.”
“I’ve never thought of my mother as an old broad.”
“No shame in being old. And no shame in enjoying a little nookie, if you’re seventy, eighty, whatever. It’s a
blessing.” He looked back down at the photo, his large, languid eyes moving in odd patterns under their
half-closed lids.
Charlie’s impatience warped into exasperation. “What are you going to do to find her?”
“Let’s wait a while. See what her next move is.”
“Do you want to see the notes she wrote?”
Milero shook his head. “She’ll let you know when she’s ready to see you. Maybe when she decides if this
Vitek guy is just a good lay or if he qualifies as family.”
“Detective, I don’t believe there is any Vitek guy. I think she’s off hiding somewhere.”
“Uh-huh. Well that’s not a police matter then, is it.”
5.
No other messages came for another four days. Then, on a foggy Saturday afternoon, a short note in the
mail:??
Okay Charlie,
Please please come to the phone again, it is very important, they say they mean business and you can
bet they mean what they say. 3pm????
Mom

As the cab crawled through downtown traffic, it occurred to Charlie that the note didn’t say what day the
phone call would be coming. He arrived at the corner a few minutes after the hour, and the phone began
ringing as he approached it. When he lifted it, he heard his mother’s voice — she was weeping, in the
childish, complaining sort of way she did when things weren’t going her way. “Oh Charlie, I’m so glad
you’re there. They say they want to talk turkey now, and I was afraid you wouldn’t be there.”
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“Mother, are you all right?”
“Well thank you for asking Charlie, I’m in good health, but I’m worried. They are not being so gracious to
me anymore. Things are going downhill.”
“What’s going on? Are you in some kind of pain?”
“I’m fine Charlie. For now. But they’re changing their tune. There’s a chill in the air, if you know what I
mean.”
“I don’t know what you mean.”
“I believe they want something.”
“What do they want, Mother?”
“I think they want ransom. I believe that’s what they’re working up to.”
“Let me talk to them.”
There was a short silence. “They don’t want to talk now.”
“What do they want?”
“I don’t know.” Another short silence. “Mr. Vitek says he wants a tooth.”
“I don’t understand. What sort of tooth?”
“He says he wants one of your teeth.”
“That’s ridiculous. I can’t give him a tooth.”
“He says it would be a gesture of good faith.”
“That’s crazy.”
“He wants your upper left bicuspid.”
“He can’t have it.” Charlie thought a moment. “How would he know it was my tooth?”
There was a longer silence. “He says he has your dental records. He says the tooth has a porcelain crown.
He’ll know it when he sees it. He is a very intelligent man.”
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“That’s ridiculous, Mother. You’re talking crazy stuff.”
“You better give him your tooth, Charlie. He means business.”
“Nobody’s getting my tooth.”
A pause. “He wants you to leave it in the phone booth, taped under the shelf. He says he’ll know it’s yours.
He can read x-rays.”
“Let me speak to this Mr. Vitek. If there’s someone there who wants my tooth, then I want to talk to him.”
“The tooth should be there by sundown tonight. That’s what he’s saying Charlie.” The timbre of real fear
came into her voice. “He’s not kidding around.”
“That’s absurd.” Charlie had the queasy feeling that the phone booth was moving very slowly along the
sidewalk. “You’re not making sense, Mom. You need to come home right away. Tell whoever is there to
send you home in a cab. Or I’ll come get you. I know it’s been hard for you these past years. I know you’re
not feeling yourself. I will take better care of you, I promise.”
“Just do what he says, Charlie.” The phone went dead.
That night, Charlie couldn’t sleep. Each time his breathing slowed down and his thoughts thinned to smoky
images, something at his very center would knot up like a cramped muscle, and he would jolt into
wakefulness. His mind seemed to be swimming in a malaise that he couldn’t name or get hold of. He didn’t
really know what was going on with his mother, so he didn’t know how bad to feel.
He had finally settled into a stable doze when there was a savage pounding on the front door. He stumbled
across the apartment and opened the door, but nobody was there. He wondered if he had dreamed the noise,
and was closing the door when he noticed something, a crumpled piece of paper or cloth sitting at the edge of
the doormat. He picked it up and carried it inside.
It was a cranberry-red silk handkerchief with the four corners pulled together and knotted to form a little
satchel. The letters MV were monogrammed in gold thread at one of the corners. He untied the knot and
spread the little scarf out on the kitchen counter. It held a small pile of teeth, a couple of them broken off at
the roots and all of them flecked with bits of blood. Most disturbing was a molar whose gold cap was
identical to his mother’s.
Charlie became nauseated, then faint. He sat down at the kitchen table and rested his head on his folded arms
until the vertigo and terrible lightness eased up. He sat up, but the walls began to swirl with images he had no
control over, of hammers and screwdrivers and grimy pliers and his mother’s bloody hole of a mouth
screaming, then laughing, then screaming again. He had to stand up and pace around just to shake the
pictures that flooded his brain. He poured himself a glass of bourbon and drank it as quickly as he could
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without gagging, then poured some more. He was not a drinker, and his stomach rebelled, and the nausea
returned, then subsided again as the warmth of the alcohol flowed up through his spine and into his head. He
still couldn’t shake the imagined sights and sounds of his mother’s agony, and he carefully lifted the splayed
handkerchief from the counter to the table, then sat back down. He found himself staring at the little pile of
teeth just to push away other, more threatening visions.
There were six — he touched each one as he counted. He fiddled with them, carefully looking them over,
pretending he was a detective, but not making any particular sense of what he observed. He arranged them
into an arc that curved toward him — a toothy grin. This made him smile, not at the grotesque sight before his
eyes, but at the memory of his mother’s lively, mischievous face when she had been younger and happier.
He shuffled into the living room and turned on the TV. A vaguely familiar, sixtyish actor was jabbering
cheerfully about a prostate drug that helped him urinate. Charlie went back into the kitchen and grabbed his
glass from the table, then went to the counter for more bourbon. Next to the bottle he spotted a tiny, tightly
folded piece of yellow paper that must have fallen out of the scarf. He spread it open and read the message,
written — shakily — in what was clearly his mother’s hand. “Usual booth, usual time,” was all it said. He
walked back into the living room and sat down in front of the TV. Half an hour later he was asleep, the glass
in one hand, the remote in the other.
6.
As the cab pulled into view of the phone booth, it occurred to Charlie that he had begun to see it as a kind of
person — silent, stolid, slow-witted, but powerful and ruthless, like a guard in a concentration camp. He paid
the cabby and hurried into the booth. He closed his eyes and breathed deeply. He had never prayed before
and didn’t know how, but he felt his eyes look upward under their lids, felt his heart ache with a pilgrim’s
yearning.
The ringing of the phone hit him like a cold wind. He hesitated before answering, feeling a physical terror, as
though the phone itself could hurt him. It wasn’t until the third ring that he answered. He heard his mother’s
voice, but her speech was slurred and it was difficult to make out what she was saying. It was his name.
“Cha-eee,” she said over and over, “Oh Cha-ee,” and then came long garbled sentences like someone talking
through thin oatmeal.
“Mother,” he responded; then, in a higher, younger voice, “Mama. Mama I’m so terribly sorry.” There was a
long silence. “Are you there, Mama?”
There was more silence, then muffled sounds. A voice finally spoke. “This is Mr. Vitek. Your mother is in
good health and reasonably good spirits, considering her little dental mishap. There is really nothing to worry
about, so long as you listen very carefully to what I tell you.” The voice was low and assured, and somewhat
cold, with a thick Eastern European accent.
“Who are you?”
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“I am Mr. Vitek. We are holding Elsa Sofer until the terms of the detention are met to our satisfaction. I
believe you understand now that we mean business. Perhaps we can communicate at a level of mutual
respect.”
“What do you want, Mr. Vitek? I beg you to leave my mother alone. I’ll give you whatever you want. I have
some money in the bank. I have music players and a laptop and two vintage guitars that I can sell. Just tell
me what you want.”
The voice continued in the same cool, cultured tone, but with an edge of malice. “You have been behaving as
if you have some voice, some control in these transactions. I want to disabuse you of such notions. You have
none. We will communicate with mutual regard, because that is my way: I will show a man every courtesy as
long as he does the same for me. But I am making the rules here. Do you understand?”
“I do, I understand.”
“Yes, well. You have seen by now that to disregard me is to invite my wrath, and my wrath is no small thing.
It is my custom to mete out vengeance in biblical proportions. If you do not do as I request, I will raise your
debt by a factor of seven. You now know this to be true, yes?”
“I . . . I think so, yes.”
“You did not give me what I asked for, a simple tooth, and my response was swift and severe. The retribution
was sevenfold.”
Charlie thought a moment, then corrected Mr. Vitek. “There were only six.”
“I’m sorry, I don’t understand.” Vitek’s voice sounded both irritated and confused.
“There were six teeth.”
“That’s impossible. I told my man to extract seven.”
“Six.”
“I don’t believe you.”
“I have no reason to lie.”
“This is an outrage.”
“I respect you, Mr. Vitek, so I am telling you the truth. I hope you understand that.”
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“I do appreciate the feedback. As you might imagine, I am more than a little upset with my man, Lars. He’s
a professional who has served me for years.”
“I hope you value my honesty. I’m hoping you might reward my honesty.”
“Your reward will come when you follow my instructions.”
“Of course, yes. I just . . . Mr. Vitek, I’m begging you not to harm my mother.”
“There is no need to lower yourself to entreaty.”
“What would you like me to do?”
“As before, I am demanding a real sacrifice, a show of sincerity and commitment.”
“If you want a tooth from my mouth, I’ll give you a tooth. I’ll take a pair of pliers, a hammer, whatever, and
knock out a tooth.”
“Unfortunately, the stakes have been raised since the last communication.”
“What do you want?”
“I was thinking about a toe.”
“Oh God.”
“Yes, a toe. It’s not so much, really. When you think of what I could ask for. It’s a token gesture.”
“Please, Mr. Vitek. I can give you money. You can’t really have any use for body parts. Take anything I
own. Take all of it.”
“No, thank you. I have other business to do. I need to keep this phone line free.”
“Okay, okay. Tell me what toe you want. I’ll give you a toe. Right foot or left foot?”
“Not so fast, please. It isn’t your toe I want.”
Charlie felt a terror rise from deep inside him. “What do you mean?”
“Precisely what I said. I don’t want your toe. I prefer something a little more delicate and less — how shall I
say it? — hirsute. I would very much like to have your daughter’s toe in my collection.”
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“Mr. Vitek, please, you can’t — ”
“Yes. Her name is Joelle. I want the one next to the smallest, on her right foot — it has a silver and turquoise
ring. The nail is painted dark blue.”
“Mr. Vitek, please be reasonable. I can’t do that. Please, Mr. Vitek.”
“That’s the toe for me. Bring it to the phone booth. It must be the correct one. I know what it looks like. She
has lovely feet, when she’s not wearing those ridiculous military boots.” There was a quiet click, followed
by a dial tone.
7.
Milero looked at the notes Charlie’s mother had written. “It’s another world,” he said.
“Excuse me?”
“The penmanship. Look at the curlicues in the caps. Look at the s’s, and how straight the lines are, without
benefit of lined paper. And the signature is a little work of art. That’s old school, well-heeled, classy. An
elegant woman, that’s what I would surmise. They don’t make them like that any more. You’re a lucky
man.”
“She’s been kidnapped. She’s been brutalized. These notes are for real, they’re not lies. The situation isn’t
imaginary.”
“I would still say give her some time. Some folks can’t be rushed. She’ll come back to you in her own time.
From all I can see, she’s a prideful woman and can’t be ordered around.”
“I spoke to Vitek. He really exists. She didn’t make him up.”
“I told you that last week,” Milero said.
“I thought she was alone. I thought she was just trying to get attention.”
“An old person needs attention like anybody else. They need somebody to dote on them. And there’s the
unknown quantity — we don’t know what this Vitek guy is like.”
“He’s bad news.”
“He might know some kind of European love-making tricks. He might be hung like a bull moose. She could
be moaning with ecstasy the likes of which you’ve never dreamed.”
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“The man is a monster. He’s brutalizing her.”
“He’s an unknown quantity. But these things happen. We see it all the time in police work.”
“He’s capable of doing terrible things to her. I think her life is in danger.” Charlie looked in Milero’s eyes to
see if any of his desperation was registering on the detective. He had been holding back the most obvious
evidence that a serious crime had been committed, out of some vague fear that the detective would
misinterpret it. But now he took out the cranberry-colored scarf, untied it, and laid it out on the desktop —
then surveyed Milero’s face again. No change.
“They’re her teeth,” Charlie said. Milero looked them over but didn’t respond. “My mother’s teeth. And
now he’s asking for toes.” Milero nodded, and Charlie felt his voice become shrill. “So what do you think
now?”
“I think you better find yourself a good lawyer.”
8.
Charlie called Eileen, his ex-wife, and told her to keep a close watch on Joelle. “I’m worried about her
safety,” he said. “Somebody might hurt her.”
“Who? What are you talking about?”
“Just watch out for her. Don’t let her go out alone.”
“She’s nineteen. I’m lucky to see her at breakfast.”
“There are bad characters out there.”
“I smell guilt.”
“Huh?”
“You know what I mean. You neglect your kid for weeks at a time, months — and then you get all choked up
with remorse and call me up all worried about her. You’re over-compensating for your own inadequacies
and fear. You’re projecting.” Eileen was a therapist.
“I think she’s in danger.”
“Any particular reason?”
“There’s a lot of real evil out there.”
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“Now there’s a hot tip.”
“People who would hurt a young girl. I worry.”
“I worry too. Every day. She lives in a meaner world than we ever did, and she’s not a tough kid, in spite of
the front she puts up.”
“There have been threats.”
“What are you talking about?”
“Just keep an eye out for her.”
“Threats? What the hell is that supposed to mean?”
“Don’t let her go out alone anymore. Protect her. Warn her every day.”
“Have you been drinking, Charlie?”
He hung up and slumped back on the living room couch. It was his mother, not Joelle, who was truly in
danger, and he knew he was helpless to do anything about it. He thought of Elsa’s painful, disfigured mouth,
and felt an urge to knock out his own teeth; he began fiddling with one, an incisor that was cracked and a
little loose. He cursed himself and the aimless, self-absorbed mindset that had somehow led him into this
cul-de-sac. He drank.
The TV was on, and he occasionally looked in its direction, but without taking in much of what was
happening onscreen. The images that flashed before him seemed to be from another culture and in another
language, although, in those moments when he managed to focus, he saw familiar faces and heard English.
Mostly he called up memories of his mother when she was vital and undiminished, as recently as ten years
ago — flirting with the mailman, singing Patsy Cline songs while she puttered around her apartment.
The TV showed the image of a local billionaire, Leroy Sutter. He had disappeared after leaving his office two
nights ago. His wife, a handsome woman with a long thin nose and dark eyes, was offering ten thousand
dollars for information of his whereabouts. Charlie flipped the channel.
The sound of the tapping was so light — like a small shy animal knocking at the door — that it took a while for
it to snag his awareness. He approached the door timidly, drew in a deep breath, and pulled it open. Nobody
there; no bloody bundle on the mat. He heard a noise down the hall, the clang of metal on metal, near the
staircase with its old bronze railing. He walked to the end of the hall and looked around and then down the
stairs, where he saw a shadowy form, then heard his name, spoken quietly with what sounded like a southern
drawl. He descended the stairs, noting with some surprise that he felt no fear. But by the time he arrived at
the bottom, the figure had vanished. He heard footsteps and voices coming from the street, the closing of a
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car door, then saw tail lights receding down the block. He went back to his apartment.
At four-thirty he woke up to the sound of white noise coming from the TV. He turned off the set and
stumbled into the bedroom, took off his clothes, and climbed into bed. He felt a small, slightly oily object in
the bed. Switching on his reading light, he threw back the covers and found himself screaming even before
he fully comprehended what lay in front of him: a scattered clutch of severed toes. He put his hand over his
mouth to muffle his own shrieks, then grabbed a pillow and plunged his face into it, shouting and wailing and
swearing and, finally, repeating his mother’s name — Elsa, Elsa — over and over until his breathing slowed to
calmness. He continued to hold the pillow against his face.
But something like a question formed in his head, or was it just curiosity? He hadn’t really looked all that
carefully at the grisly objects on his bed sheet, and for some reason that he couldn’t quite pinpoint he felt that
something was amiss. He opened his eyes and stared: there they were, seven pale, oddly shaped lumps, with
little brown flecks of what must have been dried blood on their surfaces. But they didn’t quite look like toes.
He sat on the bed and examined closely what should have been the big toe. It was rounded at one end and had
been cleanly cut at the other, so that it resembled a severed toe. But it was narrow, and small for a big toe. He
touched it — the surface was hard and waxy. He picked it up and smelled it. It was food — some sort of large
shelled nut. He took a bite, chewed: a Brazil nut.
9.
Charlie sat with his back against the phone booth. He assumed the police were looking for him, but he
couldn’t remember if he’d told Milero where the booth was.
There had been no note with the nuts. He had in fact spent the rest of the night searching the bed, then the
apartment, then the hallway outside the apartment, until he realized it was past nine. He was supposed to
show up in Milero’s office with a lawyer at ten. But he didn’t have a lawyer and he hadn’t tried to find one.
He’d grabbed his heavy brown leather jacket and a pair of gloves and bolted out the door just in time to catch
the nine-twenty-five bus, arriving at the phone booth twenty minutes later. He realized that if Vitek were to
call, it would probably be at three, but he felt he couldn’t take any chances, so he waited.
At one, he went into the diner to use the men’s room and buy a sweet roll, then hurried back out to the phone
booth. At two-thirty, a young man with a shaved head in an electric green suit got on the phone. He talked an
unusually long time, getting increasingly loud and belligerent, until Charlie began to pick up bits of the
conversation: the man was upset because his “shipment” hadn’t come to the usual “drop.” Charlie wondered
if he was a drug dealer. At quarter-to-three, he couldn’t stand it any longer, and he tapped on the side of the
booth and pointed to his watch. The man gave Charlie a quick scan with his eyes, registered disdain, then
turned his back. Charlie came around to the open door. “I’m expecting a call.”
“When?” the man asked.
“Any moment,” Charlie said.
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The man again turned his back, but Charlie could hear that he was winding up the conversation. The man
walked away without looking at Charlie. It was seven minutes to three.
Charlie resumed his seated position against the side of the booth. Nobody used the phone for the next hour,
and it didn’t ring. He realized that a patrolling police car had taken notice of him. It had passed twice, and
was now approaching very slowly. He got up and walked to the end of the block and then around the corner,
where he found a newsstand. He bought a newspaper and a bar of Belgian chocolate from a Middle Eastern
man who smiled kindly but didn’t say a word. As he turned to head back to the phone booth he caught a
glimpse of the police car at the corner, so he reversed his direction and continued on around the block. When
he arrived back at the phone booth, the cops were nowhere in sight. He waited, on his feet this time.
Night came, and still no phone call. Charlie, afraid to go home, spent the night in the booth. At one point he
saw the owner of the diner begin cleaning up, and he ran over to get another sweet roll. The proprietor, a
heavy man with a Eurasian face and a gray ponytail, gave Charlie his change, then told him to wait a
moment. He poured some milk into a paper cup and handed it to Charlie. “Better with milk,” he said with a
faint accent.
At exactly eleven, the phone rang. A woman, probably in her forties, spoke in a husky, expectant voice. “It’s
me,” she said.
Charlie, not quite knowing how to respond, said, simply, “Hello.”
“Thank God you’re there. I’ve been thinking about you all day. Jesus, this is driving me nuts. He wanted to
make love to me tonight. I had to go through with it, but all I thought about was you. It was your tongue on
my breasts, it was you inside me. I miss you so much. I’m not even sure if he’s asleep, but I had to call. I
prayed you’d be there, even while he was doing me. I prayed I could talk to you. God, just hearing your
breathing gets me hot. I’m glad you could get away. Can we slip off to Reno next month? I can just tell him
I’m going to stay at Janis’s in Santa Rosa — I cover for her when she steps out on her floppy dick of a
husband. I don’t know why it’s so complicated. But Christ, there’s the kids, and all the money issues, I
don’t know.” Charlie heard quiet sobbing at the other end, then: “Do you still want me?”
Charlie thought a moment. “Yes,” he said, “I do.”
There was a long pause. “Ralph?”
Charlie spoke more vehemently. “Is Mr. Vitek there?”
“Who is this?”
Charlie didn’t answer. The silence continued for some time, until finally the woman hung up. Charlie
crouched down on the floor of the booth and rested his face against his knees until he fell asleep.
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10.
He kept the phone booth in his sight and earshot all the next day. His clothes had gotten dirty and disheveled
in the past twenty-four hours, and perhaps because of this, he felt both more accepted and more ignored by
the cops, by the guy in the diner, and by the two thuggish vagrants who made this block their home base. He
ate nothing but sweet rolls. Three o’clock passed, then another sunset, with no word from his mother or
Vitek.
That night, at eleven, the phone rang again. “It’s me,” the same voice said. “How have you been?”
“So-so,” Charlie answered.
“Yeah, I know what you mean. I wish you were with me right now. I wish I could smell you. I want you like
I can’t believe. I think I finally understand what tattoos are for. If I had your face tattooed on me, over my
womb, then you’d be here, you’d be stuck on my belly, forever. That’s how it feels. I want your taste and
smell to stick with me to the grave. It’s like some kind of deep pain, only I need it. Do you miss me? Do you
miss my smell?”
“Yeah,” he said, feeling the sting of loneliness. “I miss you.”
“Do you miss having my breasts in your mouth?” Charlie didn’t know what to say, so he said nothing, but
stayed on the phone. Each time the woman exhaled, he thought he could feel her breath against his ear.
“Don’t you just want to suck my tits? Don’t you miss it?”
Charlie, confused and forlorn, sighed. Then something inside him relaxed, and he felt his misery mutate into
a lowdown carnal ache. “Yeah,” he said. “I miss it big time.”
“Tell me. Tell me what you want to do to me.”
“I’d like to be lying next to you right now,” he said as a pleasurable creepiness took hold. “I want to be there
licking your breasts, licking you all over.”
“Jesus,” she said, “you’re making me wet. You’re fucking driving me crazy. I don’t know what I’m doing
here with him. You’re so much better. You turn me on faster, you get me higher, you make it last longer. I
love it when you do me from behind.”
Charlie felt his breath get short, heard himself say, “Yeah.”
“You love it too, don’t you?”
“I do, yes. I love slipping it into you from behind, like a wolf.”
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“What’s your name?” she asked.
Charlie was struck dumb.
“What’s your name?”
“This is Ralph.”
“Yeah, right. Don’t fuck around with me. Give me a name.”
He felt a faint terror pulling at the muscles between his shoulder blades. “My name’s Charlie.”
“That’ll do. Call me Serena. Charlie, I want to fuck you something fierce. I want you in my mouth. I want
your face between my legs. How bad do you want to fuck me? Do you want it bad?”
Serena’s voice had suddenly become dangerous, threatening. The sexy throatiness had lowered to a grating
rasp — he wasn’t even sure if it was female. He didn’t respond.
“Tell me how bad you want me,” the voice said. “Tell me what you want to do to me. Make it rough. Tell
me.” Charlie said nothing. The loud, uneven breathing continued for a full minute, then the phone went dead.
11.
Charlie was awakened by a cool damp feeling in the seat of his pants. A dog had pissed just outside the
phone booth, and a small stream had trickled in to where he was sitting. He got up, went around the corner to
where the Middle Eastern man was just opening the awning to the newsstand. Charlie bought a paper and
went back to his daytime position on one side of the phone booth and sat on it, hoping it would absorb some
of the urine from his pants.
He was facing south. The rising sun warmed the left side of his body. His breathing became a series of
sighs: for some reason he felt himself, at least temporarily, begin to relax. The passing traffic seemed both
musical and cinematic. The sky was as blue as Joelle’s eyes were the very first time they opened up and
looked calmly into his.
He walked into the diner and went straight to the men’s room. When he came back around to the counter, the
same Eurasian man — did he ever do anything but work? — nodded and got him a sweet roll without waiting
for his order. “Very fresh this morning,” he said in an accent that seemed thicker. Charlie took the sweet roll
to his spot by the phone booth and, sitting back down on the newspaper, savored each bite as the cars and
trucks flowed past him along the Embarcadero. Something in him had shifted: this was where he was for
now, so why not feel at home?
In the early afternoon, he picked up the paper and began reading the front page with its faint yellow stains.
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There was a suicide bombing in the Middle East, and a bank robbery in the Mission District. The state senate
was debating the budget for the seventy-third day. A well-known local businessman, Leroy Sutter, had
disappeared five days ago — this rang a bell: had he seen something on TV about it? He flipped the page: a
bond measure to renovate the baseball stadium, soaring foreclosures on mortgages, the mayor’s affair with
his daughter’s dance teacher. Somewhere in the middle of the sports section, Charlie dozed off.
In his dream, he was walking by the diner very late at night. It was closed but the owner was inside, making
the next day’s sweet rolls. A bell began ringing, and Charlie realized that he was looking into a bank, not the
diner, and the sweet rolls were stacks of money that the man had laid out for a robber, whom the alarm had
scared away. He decided that the money was his for the taking, and stepped into the open door.
The dream had been so absolutely real that when he woke up Charlie still thought the ringing bell was a bank
alarm. It took a few moments for him to realize that it came from the phone, and another few moments to
figure out that he’d better answer it quick.
Vitek’s voice intoned in its familiar, measured cadence: “You are a bit slow in answering.”
“Mr. Vitek, how is my mother?”
There was a pause. “Who is this?”
“Mr. Vitek, please tell me what has become of my mother.”
“Oh, it is you.” The man seemed genuinely surprised.
“Of course it’s me. Please let me talk to my mother.”
“Is there a woman nearby — tall and thin, wavy black hair, with the long face and nose of a Modigliani
portrait?”
“What are you talking about?”
“Please just answer my question. Is there such a woman in the vicinity of the phone booth?”
“Mr. Vitek, please, talk to me about my mother.”
“Excuse me, but I did not call to speak with you. Now if you will find the woman I have described and put
her on the line, I would most appreciate it.”
“There’s no such person around here.”
“I don’t believe you.” Vitek seemed upset.
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“There’s no woman in sight, except a couple young girls with their boyfriends at the diner.”
“You must have scared her away. How long have you been there?”
“Quite a while, but I never saw a middle-aged woman.” He thought. “But I fell asleep.”
“Fell asleep where?”
“Next to the phone booth.”
“My good gosh, she must have thought you to be a hostile derelict. You scared her away, you idiot.”
“Please tell me about my mother.”
“No.”
“Please, Mr. Vitek, tell me something.”
“What do you want to know?”
“Is she in pain?”
“I doubt it.”
“What kind of answer is that?”
“A better one than you deserve.”
“At least you didn’t cut her toes off. I guess I should thank you for that.”
“Ah. Brazil nuts. I believe you saucy Americans call them ‘nigger toes.’ A disgusting term, but evocative
nonetheless.”
“I would like to speak to my mother.”
“I don’t think she’s in the mood to talk right now.”
“Please put her on, Mr. Vitek.”
“You let her down. Betrayed is not too strong a word.”
“Mr. Vitek — ”
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“Would you please check again to see if Mrs. Sutter has arrived?”
“She’s not here. May I speak with my mother?”
“I’m afraid she’s in no condition to speak just now, especially not to her disappointment of a son. Another
time perhaps.” Charlie heard the telephone go dead. He caressed the handset as though it were his mother’s
lifeless arm, stroking it softly and remembering the last time he saw her in her apartment. A great sorrow
flooded his being, filling him up so that he thought he would either burst with it or drown.
Stepping out of the booth, he surveyed the street, thinking he might discover Mrs. Sutter, but there was still
no wealthy, middle-aged woman in sight.
12.
Charlie took a room in a welfare hotel in the seedy Tenderloin district. He figured the police were still
looking for him, so he used the name Ralph Booth. He cashed out all the money from his checking and
savings accounts, and kept the cash in little piles that he hid around his room. For the next three weeks he left
the hotel only to walk the half-block to get packaged food at a corner grocery. He spent all his time in his
room or, occasionally, in the lobby, in front of the TV with four or five other male tenants. He rarely spoke to
them.
After those first weeks, he began venturing out in the evenings. It was almost summer. He would wait until
dark, then step out the door, pick a direction, and walk. He walked without purpose or destination. It was his
intention to see the city as if he’d just arrived, to stumble onto it, to discover it and learn it anew. He wanted
to feel like an immigrant.
One night he wandered the streets near the Embarcadero. He saw on the clock on the Ferry Building that it
was ten minutes to eleven, and found himself rushing to the phone booth by the diner. He stood by the booth,
trying to look nonchalant, and waited. The diner was dark and looked completely empty inside; there was a
For Lease sign over the door.
Sure enough, the phone rang at eleven. He heard the familiar voice: “Hey, it’s Serena. Are you there,
Honey?” He recognized her voice, which now sounded unambiguously female: the voice of a depressed,
middle-aged woman.
“Yeah, I’m here.”
“Baby, I’ve been missing you something terrible.”
“I’ve missed you too.”
There was a pause. “Charlie? Is that you?”
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“Yeah, it’s me.”
“Jesus, Charlie, where have you been? It’s been so long.”
“I know — seems like years. My life has changed. You wouldn’t recognize me.”
“Are you okay, Honey?”
“Yeah, I think so.”
“I think about you sometimes. Things with Edgar have gotten worse.”
“I’m sorry to hear that.”
“They got better for a while, but now the whole marriage is in the toilet. We don’t even sleep in the same
bed anymore. I’m in bed now. I’m calling you from my bed. This used to be his office, but now he uses the
bedroom as his office. Even the kids know something’s wrong.”
“I’ve been through rough times myself. I live in a flophouse. I eat chips and processed cheese. Two of my
neighbors have died since I moved in.”
“Jeez, Charlie, sounds like you’ve hit a snag in life’s river-ride.”
“I think I might have run into Hoover Dam.”
“Well, I got faith in you, Charlie. You’ll land on your feet, with seven lives left. It’s darkest before the
dawn. Things are about to take a turn for the better, I can feel it. Chin up, Charlie.” She hung up.
On his way back to the hotel, Charlie got jumped. He recognized the two men as local thugs who had been
hanging around when he had staked out the phone booth. The larger man held a knife to his throat while the
short guy went through his pockets. He took Charlie’s money and threw his wallet in the gutter, then pulled
the leather jacket off Charlie’s back. As the men backed away from Charlie, the big man pointing the knife at
him, Charlie chuckled nervously and thanked them.
The little man walked back up to Charlie. “What was that?” he asked. “What did you say?”
“Nothing,” Charlie said.
“Thank you? Thank you for what? What you thanking me for? For this?” Charlie saw a blur of knuckles,
then felt a crunching pain in his nose and mouth. He slumped down onto his knees and held his hands over
his face. “Now you can thank me,” the man said. “Well? You gonna thank me? Are you?” Charlie shook his
head, still holding his hands over his face. His mouth began to fill with blood, but he kept it shut. He heard
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the men walk away, then got up and retrieved his wallet. His upper lip was bleeding down his chin and onto
his shirtfront. He bent over a metal sewer grate and spat out a mouthful of blood. There was a light clinking
sound. A quick sweep with his tongue informed him that a front tooth had been knocked out.
13.
Late that summer, there was a quiet knock on Charlie’s door. He never had visitors, and figured some lost or
lonely drunk was wandering the halls, so he didn’t answer. But the knocking persisted, then a voice: “Dad,
are you there?” He opened the door slowly, half expecting a phantom or demon — the kind that mimics the
voice of a loved one — to fly down his throat.
Joelle was taller than he remembered. Her eyes were older, and she looked tired and terribly sad. She’d let
her hair grow in and dyed it jet black, which made her skin seem even paler. She walked into the room and
looked around, but Charlie could tell she wasn’t really taking in what she saw. She turned to face him, then
averted her eyes, looking at his chest as she spoke. “I tried to find you, for months. But you were nowhere,
and I gave up. Later I was going out with this guy, a private detective, and one night I told him about you. He
says I bet I could find him. But we broke up and I figured that was that. Then last Friday I get a text from him
that says ‘alias ralph booth, hotel pontito.’”
She paused, as if waiting for a response. Looking at the young woman before him, Charlie was overcome
with a gentle awe, a sense of the miraculous at who she was and how she’d found him. He felt his mind
searching half-heartedly for words, but found none.
Joelle resumed speaking, now in a kind of plaintive singsong, as though reciting phrases she had said to
herself many times, though maybe not all at once. “I know I’m not a good person, and I’m not a good
daughter. I’ve been busy with my life and took you for granted. I’m basically selfish, so I shouldn’t expect
much from you, or anybody else. I know Mom loves me, but that’s just because she’s a mom, it’s nothing
personal. Guys never stick around for long, so I figure I don’t have much to offer. I perceive these things.
And I understand maybe I don’t deserve you for a dad — I never really did anything to earn your love. But
did I do things that were so bad that I should be shut out forever?” She paused again, but only for a moment.
“I want to know. I’ll go away if you tell me to, if I’m that bad. But you have to tell me what I did, and then
tell me to go away and never come back.”
“It’s not you. It’s them.”
“Who’s them. Who are you talking about?”
“Mr. Vitek. He wanted to hurt you, to cripple you. They can do that. They did it to your grandma. I had to
protect you. I really did.”
“Have you been using drugs, Dad?”
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“I don’t think so. No.”
“Can we sit down a minute?”
“Yes. Yes, I’m sorry, please have a chair. I got some food, and some soda or beer.”
“A beer would be good.”
He grabbed two bottles from the little refrigerator under the window and twisted off the tops. As he
approached Joelle, he suddenly became self-conscious of the way he was walking. He had, since the
mugging, developed a particular, idiosyncratic stride, a self-deprecating, slightly pigeon-toed hobble meant
to communicate his subservience to local street predators; he realized that it had become second nature. He
sat on the bed, his knees almost touching Joelle’s, looked down at his beer, and smiled. Joelle looked around
nervously.
“Some cop’s been asking about you, Dad. Detective Milero. He comes by my place at odd hours. He stares
at my tits and asks me where you went. I give him a beer and tell him I haven’t seen you. He sticks around —
maybe he wants to see if you’ll call or show up. He asks questions about my love life. One time he told me
I’m as beautiful as my grandmother — now there’s a slick line.” She guzzled some beer.
“You have gotten beautiful,” Charlie said, realizing that as a talker he was out of practice — his words
weren’t saying quite what he meant.
“He always touches me — usually when he’s leaving. He pats me on the back and smiles this creepy smile.
Then he lets his hand slide down over my ass. Ruins my appetite for hours.”
“You seem wise and sad. I hope I don’t make you sad.”
“Daddy, you disappeared. Gramma disappeared. It’s not good when people you love disappear. You figure
nobody on this earth wants to be near you. You figure that everything you thought to be true was ignorance,
just plain empty air.” She finished the bottle. “I had to find you.”
“I’m glad you found me,” he said.
14.
Joelle visited nearly every week. She worked as a pharmacy assistant in a Walgreen’s near the Federal
Building, and it was an easy walk from there to Charlie’s hotel. She brought him supplies, and told him
stories of her workday, and of the men she went out with on the weekend. She gave him an iPod that she had
filled with music, including many of his favorite R&B songs of the 40s and 50s.
She had a falling out with her mother, and got herself a little studio apartment downtown. She visited Charlie
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more often. She fell in love with a software salesman from Seattle, a man who, like so many others she’d
found herself with, didn’t seem to care for her as much as she did for him. Charlie didn’t see much of her for
a while. Then she came by on a Saturday afternoon to say goodbye — she was moving to Seattle. She sent
Charlie a Hallmark card every couple months, always enclosing a five hundred dollar money order.
15.
One evening the following spring, Charlie went down to the hotel lobby to check his mail. There was a letter,
addressed — in typescript — to Ralph Booth. He figured it was from Joelle, though she only sent him cards and
would not have typed in the address on an envelope. The letter was postmarked New Orleans. He opened it
and recognized his mother’s handwriting.?
Dear Charlie,
Boy was it hard to get a hold of your address. Only somebody with the wherewithal of a Mr. Vitek
could track you down. Many things have happened since we last spoke. I live with Lars, who is Mr.
Vitek’s chauffeur. I think we’re in Florida. Mr. Vitek owns the apartment building in which we live,
and it has a swimming pool. Lars bought me flippers to swim with, because he says human feet with
their tiny toes aren’t adequate for kicking through water. While I am on the subject of body parts, I
should tell you that I have a set of dentures that would make a beaver grin. I ate corn right off the cob
Sunday afternoon.
Charlie, Mr. Vitek tells me that you have been through some hard times. You know what, your age is
a hard time of life to go through, period. I remember like it was yesterday. Just keep in mind, it is like
having back pain, you think it will never end but things do get better. Believe me Charlie, things do
get better. Look at me, living proof. I have had some pretty bad days in the past year or two, and now
I am happy as a frog. I am even down to a pack a day, thanks to Lars.
So Charlie I send my love to you, and to Joelle too. I hope your lives are a joy, and that your health is
good because good health is the foundation for good living. And maybe someday you can come out
here to visit us. Lars and I have a schnauzer and many plants!
Your Loving Mother,
Elsa

A sweet warmth flooded his body as he finished reading the letter. He felt like he had as a young boy, when
he’d carried his mother’s loving, protective presence inside him wherever he went.
He crossed the lobby to where a handful of men stared at a talk show on TV. He wanted to tell somebody
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how light, how grateful and serene he felt, but he had no friends here. He stepped outside into the crisp night
air and began walking.
He headed for the waterfront, where he wandered along the periphery of the shipyards, looking at the old
warehouses and tall loading cranes and, occasionally, alongside one of the piers, a brightly lit freighter from
Asia or Europe. Eventually he drifted, as he knew he would, to the corner where the old phone booth still
stood. The phone had been removed, but he stepped inside anyway and shut the door.
He sat down on the smelly concrete and looked out at the near-empty street. Strangely, with the phone gone,
the booth now seemed more connected to the world outside, as if with a thousand invisible threads, each of
them carrying faint, fragile whispers from far away. For some reason the thought made him laugh. It was a
quiet laugh, yet it startled him, as though it had come from someone else, a not-so-friendly observer, looking
over his shoulder.
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Joel Smith

The first story is the union of man and woman; only after comes the breakdown, of two sons locked in. The
year is 1944. Antoine de Saint-Exupéry does not disappear flying during wartime for the French Resistance.
He does not meet his end off the coast of Toulon. As ever, in full command of his P-38 Lightning, St. Ex
crosses the Atlantic until, fatigued and out of fuel, he crashes down in the Great Plains. Without landing gear
he slows his descent by skimming three hillocks. Rescued by a blank-faced farm girl whose family takes him
in, St. Ex repays them by following their only daughter to a riverside grove where — but this is not that story.
St. Ex and the girl have twin boys and live on a small farm, north of the river but far from her parents.
Together, they recreate the planets from Le Petit Prince, down to the last baobab and moon rock. One day, St.
Ex invents a telescoping ladder, though he never finishes it, and on his deathbed he pulls his sons close to
whisper in their ears: Al, find a bridge to the south and make your name great. Roy, stay in the north and till
my memory. Remember to look after your dear maman.
The next morning Al walks down to the plains, and marks his path with brick cairns. He returns north to tell
Roy what he has seen. Roy, Al says, there is a grid in my mind, full of order and commerce. I can no longer
live like you. Draw me a sheep, Roy says. What? Al says. That’s what father would say, if he were here, Roy
says.
Al returns south of the river to map out axes and symmetry. There, a church to the east, and there, a bowling
alley to the west. On the outskirts, he leases out to a big-box store. Soon, caught in the fever of development,
Al chops down the grove where his parents made them, and in the clearing finds a patch of wild roses.
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Hatemann is Not a Friend
Joel Smith

Most days I see him at the Turf, cutting into a jacket potato with taw valley tickler cheese. Sometimes he’ll
order a half lager, half cider topped with blackcurrant cordial. He calls it a Snakebite. He doesn’t enjoy it.
I’ve learned a lot watching him. No longer do I send my ale back for being too warm (it’s not) or ask the
barman for ice (there isn’t any). How else is a foreigner to know?
Hatemann isn’t a misanthrope, really, in the sense that he doesn’t hate man. He surrounds himself with
people. In Oxford they’re everywhere. I’ve heard it’s more like Mr. Hatemann, in that he comes from a long
line of the seriously hateful. Like me being a Smith, I might descend from blacksmiths or silversmiths or
tinsmiths. Except the name used to be Schmidt and was later changed at Ellis Island, so there’s that to
consider. Liam says Hatemann couldn’t have been an Oxford Don. I asked Liam what a Don was, and he
couldn’t explain it, so I won’t either.
One night, I followed Hatemann out of the Turf. We — I say we, even though it was he, then I — began by
sneaking into New College. It’s a misnomer, really, New College being the second oldest in England.
As usual, Hatemann always moved with real purpose, which made me kind of jealous, in a way. After a few
minutes, we — he, then I — entered a huge clearing. In the center was this lump of hill with a set of stairs
jagging the middle, and around it a ring of trees. I don’t know what kind. I later asked the Porter about the
trees, and he told me it was a copse, but the way he said it, it sounded like another word.
I snuck to the bottom of the stairs, once Hatemann had reached the top. A moonbeam lit on him as he set
down the cardboard box he was holding. I should have mentioned it earlier, I guess. From there he unfolded
the top all special-like, and flipped the thing over. Out of it a dozen of the fattest, most hairless rats you ever
saw darted in all directions. True North, North-North-East, like a compass rose. One nibbled at my shoelaces.
I think it was West-South-West.
I now saw Hatemann for what he was; that was the kind of thought I didn’t have. But as I stood there in front
of the hill’s bottom step, the fat moon reflecting off the one penny in my loafers, I got caught. Out of
nowhere, a Porter came and grabbed me by the ear, which you don’t see much anymore. I tried to tell him
about Hatemann and the rats, but he wouldn’t have it.
The Mound is off-limits to you lot. It’s sacred ground it is, the Porter said, still with a tuck of my lobe in his
fist.
What are you talking about, that stupid hill? I asked.
That’s no hill, boy, the Porter said. It’s victims of plague been piled up through the ages. Spread by vermin
they was.
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To that I just said nothing, and counted the pulse in my ear until he let go.
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(I began to see)
Alicia Mountain

I began to see
it wouldn’t be so bad
when Sarah said,
This will be a life’s work.
My god.
I am so scared of the years.
I see you grinning but
you are burying your joy.
Doubt follows me around
like a skinny dog.
The task itself is the soft-eyed mule
that will walk with you to the end.
He has no shame.
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(The most elegant way to win)
Alicia Mountain

The most elegant way to win
was to quit.
She asked will you meet
me in the tunnel? I answered,
nothing and yes.
°
If stones began so wide
we had no sight
of their beginnings –
The name for
an always shrinking absence.
[Parabolic, asymptotic]
I don’t know;
[Walking at the bottom of a canyon -- ]
The thing that I know
is the absence will keep shrinking.
°
I spent the night in a cave.
I watched a man accidentally
catch a manta ray.
None of this is metaphor.
°
Later a cop pulled me over
and let me go
saying no one is ever honest.
You know there is seclusion in truth-telling.
And such restraint.
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For My Daughter in Fear That She Will Become My Son
Celia Bland

I understand your reluctance at the tightening
of cloth at
conical apples, the green plinths of a potent spring
as pale limbs prick with bristling shoots and
the world’s regard. I understand tightening
of cloth every eye winking. The pleasure
in chestnut hair, virgin clavicle, expansive
hip and modesty.
Pale as sapwood, soft as pine.
Could such purity undertake moss and muscle, the tuft
of grafted hyphenate he — ?
At fifteen you’ve conned the
cartilaginous nub that signifies containment, sufficiency,
genus. But believe me, Juniper, even your
name is slivers of fruit and
a distilled kick.
No. Let you and I be decidedly
copse and presence of insects. We in profusion.
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Blas Falconer

From the mountain ridge, lights appear
radiant, the sea
indistinguishable from the sky
at night, which must be
the end of the world, a dark no one
can cross. Wordless, you are
the finger pointing to
the highest branch, a plate pushed away,
though the fruit is sweet and soft.
Men spill from the pier into the bay
to find their bodies once again
strong enough. Before long,
you can anticipate the rhythm
pouring from their mouths,
even the laughter a kind of music
you move in. One by one, the sounds
give up their meaning, the wasp
and the moth pinned to the picture
in the mind, and your voice joins the song
before you know it is there.
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Use Your Words
Blas Falconer

You said bad men
were waiting inside
your mouth, which meant
a fire was catching.
We drove toward a cloud
of smoke that rose
above the city. In
the mirror, I saw the wide
belt strapped across
your chest, and on
the radio, men stormed
the gates of another
country. I do
love you, you said, looking
out. The window held
the sun flatly. I held
my breath. The brush
had not been cleared
in weeks, and the mountain
prepared to burn.
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His Father the Lawyer His Mother the Nun
Ted Meyer

1.
His father the lawyer his mother the nun.
His mother of the backwoods Ball Washingtons.
His father of Queens his grandparents of the cemetery
in Queens. His brother the region south of the Volga.
His childhood in the backyard in Connecticut,
his father turning over heavy stones,
and the two of them pulling centipedes in the morning.
He means to keep them in a box he
traces his lineage in newts and sand.
2.
His father the German his mother from France.
The armies the lips the town by the sea.
The flash of a dress the day in the country,
and a month on a ship. The pretty apocryphal homeland,
and his lost body flat on the shore of stones hard
like cheekbones like elbows and knees.
3.
The Mediterranean rises like someone
meaning to remember. The night does not define.
A girl in Nice who hates to dance,
and a balcony filled with gulls.
He plays the night like a toy piano.
He slows to a body unlike his own.
He wakes and rests in the sea.
His body takes space in the water,
a thin white flag in the sun.
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Grim Hallway
Dylan Pasture

If the weather’s noise
makes my life opaque, tilts this shade
‘Til it is only texture, barely enough to stalk
a sense of motion through honey
I’m drafting the winter;
when I talk I reserve my weight,
Throw my reflection off the ceiling
to see what shape I give the night
But when the size of the nail
is a peg,
Too little to balance
my frame on –
Don’t shatter! I’m kneeling
four legs on linoleum,
We’re pretending you might use
the length of this hallway
As a furnace, until
the gate flies open
to our
freezer
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Lucas Rivera

it’s better not to have written anything
surface’s light juts from a tilted stage
yet occasionally you can’t
as a blindness says
we are what was said there before
i almost didn’t write
my arms will move upward
but i’ve begun
a ghost bows and drinks from my mouth
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The Sky is Overcast
Lucas Revera

“It is not a spirit which has made things.”
Artaud
the little rabbi paints
what he sees
a farm
that harvests flames
—horses hanging
sows from hooks—
the aging couple
drowning themselves
in a golden pool
behind the trees
the little rabbi paints what he sees
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Eleanor Stanford

Listen: in the left wrist, the pulse.
Cowbell, cuíca, berimbau: complicated instruments of a complicated past. Bent stick, slack wire, small coin.
Listen: When Pero Vaz de Caminha discovered that Brazil was a lush and fertile land …
sirs and madams
madams and sirs
You must view the body as you view the city: intimate, but impartial. Many-windowed. Full of secrets.
In their veins runs very little blood.
In their veins, formaldehyde, embalming fluid, the sour vinegar of regret.
In their veins, the blue waters of Amaralina.
In their veins, the flapping of a vulture’s wing.
sirs and madams
madams and sirs
A tiny sun radiates from the base of the sternum: individual rays extending from that metropolis of ganglia
and nerves, that hub of the sympathetic system.
But the blood’s sequin-spangled samba.
But the heart’s wild tambourine.
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Julialicia Case

Your new neighborhood lacks sidewalks, but it has plenty of trucks, fast and menacing, hulking as armored
tanks. It has narrow roads lined with ditches, swirling with murky water. Walking the dog in your new
neighborhood requires a strategy, a battle plan. It requires dedication and courage. The dog acknowledges
nothing. If he does not get his walk at 5:30 each day, he chews on the carpet. He pillages the garbage and
hides chicken bones and moldy bread under the sofa.
Walking the dog in your new neighborhood requires a certain recklessness. Sidewalks do not exist. Insects
burrow into the ground: cicada-killer wasps, tiger beetles, and others you cannot identify. Large and
menacing, the insects appear in your house while you are working. Suddenly, you look up to see a red wasp
floating in the living room. Suddenly, you notice a tree cockroach by the clock when you look up to check
the time. In winter, the insects burrow into the ground, leaving only piles of frozen mud to mark their
refuges. When you walk with the dog after dark, you can’t see the towers left by the insects, but you feel
them crumble beneath your feet.
Because your new neighborhood lacks sidewalks, walking the dog requires trespassing. You stumble through
flowerbeds and around dumpsters. You circle the church parking lot and the strip mall with the donut shop
and nail salon. The dog pees on the church basketball court and on a statue of St. Peter. You pull him into a
patch of forest and emerge by someone’s trampoline. Dogs bark behind fences as you pass. They snarl and
paw at the chain-link, shove their heads under weathered wooden boards. The whole world is lined with
dogs, one after another, a gauntlet of barking like a punishment.
At night, the dog rests, and you turn on your computer and play World of Warcraft. Your name changes at
the login screen, and you become a night elf, tall with pointy ears and a wooden staff. You travel through
realms filled with dwarves, gnomes, and dragons. Teldrassil, Tirisfal Glades, Dun Morogh, it doesn’t matter.
Roads crisscross each landscape like spiderwebs: tree-lined, snow-covered, paved or gravel. You walk and
fear nothing. Even the wolves and rabid bears are close to your level, and the owls don’t attack unless
provoked. You quest and fight and improve your talent build, but you love the sidewalks the most, the feeling
of walking without having to look behind you. Some days, while walking the dog, you think you will never
walk without worrying again.
When spring comes, you put the dog in the car and drive him to the park, where a paved half-mile trail
encircles a playground and a picnic pavilion. Other pilgrims join you, running around and around in their
bright white sneakers. They walk their dogs and push their strollers. Evenings, the trail fills with people. It is
a shopping mall of a sidewalk, a destination people seek out, an attraction advertised by word-of-mouth.
Most days, though, you walk up one side of the street and back down the other. Children aren’t allowed on
the main road, so they play in your cul-de-sac. They ride their bikes and skateboards in a long oval past the
same ten houses. Trapped, they experiment with locomotion, with pogo sticks and wave boards. They build
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go-carts out of wood in their garages, and on weekends, families pile into their trucks, drive with their
contraptions to parking lots and tracks. Mostly, though, the kids ride in circles. They play baseball and
football while wearing rollerblades. A boy practices backflips from the top of his mailbox. They dangle like
monkeys from the trees.
On trash days, garbage sits in the street. The city does not permit garbage cans, so the bags wait on the
concrete and leak their smells and liquids. At night, the animals come to scavenge, and in the morning the
street is littered with ripped plastic bags, used paper towels, and frozen dinner trays. The things you’d hoped
to forget are strewn across your lawn for everyone to see. On garbage days, trash fills the ditches and
flowerbeds; soda cans and bottle caps sparkle in the mud. A box of sterilized latex gloves spills white hands
like shed skin into the road. Newspapers left in the rain melt to sludge, and the photo of the mayor blends
with the photo of a farmer, with a man wanted for child support, with a woman advertising Botox.
In World of Warcraft, the landscape offers flowers and bright fish you can catch with your pole, but it
presents its own dangers as well. In the mines, Kobolds attack from behind rusted mining equipment, their
fireballs bursting through warped, wooden beams. You cast spells and strike with your staff, and generally
you kill them. A sparkle around a corpse indicates it has something to offer: copper, linen, leather armor you
can put on to protect yourself. You are new, and often you die and wander the landscape as a ghost searching
for your corpse.
In your new neighborhood, too, dogs roam the streets like monsters. They loll and chew their paws in the
church flowerbeds and romp in the field by the trailer park. Generally, they are too busy to pay attention to
you. Sometimes, though, the dogs barrel toward you, they bark and snarl so your dog tugs on his leash and
his nails skitter over the asphalt. The stray dogs never have collars, and it is impossible to catch them. You
learn to make yourself big, to stomp your feet and shout to make them leave.
Later you may find these dogs squashed on the road in a mass of blood and fur. All animals — dogs, cats,
opossums, squirrels, snakes, frogs — end on the road in two-dimensions. Their bones bleach white among the
grass and the trash. Flocks of buzzards settle in, circling the sky, sitting heavy and black in the trees. The dry
grass crackles when they land to hop around a corpse. They crowd the road and line the ditches. They do not
like to move when the trucks come, and often you see flattened birds next to the carrion. Their black wings
stretch across the pavement, and flap sometimes in the wind.
One night, near your house, a man is killed while walking on the road. The newspapers accuse him of
wearing dark clothing, of walking on the wrong side of the street in the night. The driver stopped when he
heard the thud, but already the buzzards watched from the trees. Be wary of walking, the police advise, and
parents make their children play inside; they wait at the bus stop to escort them home. The dog, though, does
not understand advisories, does not understand that when it rains, drivers like to swerve their trucks into
puddles to splash you. The dog does not understand why you flinch when the man down the street fires his
gun from his porch. Two shots split the sky as you stand in your driveway. The man inspects his gun while
cats slither away between cinder blocks. Finally, he disappears behind a warped wooden door.
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The children grind the curbs with their skateboards, and occasionally you see the teenagers sneaking out of
the cul-de-sac. They call to stray cats, and ride along the ditches on their bicycles. Perhaps, at night, you all
play World of Warcraft together. Perhaps you do not recognize each other’s avatars. You stare into the
screen that is like a window, slip into a world where you can travel empty, beautiful roads, and where the
monsters have a number to tell you how dangerous they are. Perhaps the goblin with the sword is the boy
with the basketball from down the block. Perhaps the gnome with the purple hair is the girl with the trumpet
and the cheetah-print purse. Maybe you are all hearing the whistle of the train through your open windows,
the rooster crowing in the dark, confused about the time.
Maybe tomorrow, for the first time, you will all notice the cedar trees in the church parking lot, and you will
think about how they remind you of the beautiful Silverpine Forest. Maybe the flattened opossum by the fire
hydrant will remind you of the ogres and raptors you’ve beaten, and you will remember feeling strong,
remember surviving when you expected to be killed. Maybe the truck with mud flaps will seem less
menacing; maybe you will look the driver in the eye, will wait an extra second before moving out of the way.
For now, though, in Teldrassil Forest, the stars are brilliant; you use the keyboard to angle your view to see
them. You can sit on the grass beside a tree with purple flowers. You can tame the tarantulas and make them
your pets. You can ride a tiger and leap through fields as through you weighed nothing. With every simulated
breath, you can learn to love a world.
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From time to time my boyfriend Douglas and I have dinner with his friend Paul and Paul’s girlfriend, Neve.
Paul manages the estate of his late grandfather, a prominent American artist, and directs a foundation devoted
to the conservation and marketing of his grandfather’s legacy. Paul is rich. Neve is gorgeous. She’s slender
and tall with dark roots that show through her outgrown blonde highlights, trashy on anyone else but edgy on
her. A former stylist, she’s always dressed in the latest trends — perfectly tailored white jeans, sheer blouses,
lace-trimmed thigh-highs — that somehow look her own. Her skin stays tanned by their frequent trips to
Hawaii, where she grew up.
We go with them to places we wouldn’t normally go, restaurants that distinguish Burgundy from Bordeaux
glasses, with waiters who rush to fold your napkin into a tidy triangle when you get up for the restroom.
Usually Paul and Neve have just come back from Iceland or Europe or Kona and they tell us about their
latest adventures: chartering a helicopter to take Neve’s family sightseeing around the Hawaiian islands,
learning about exotic spices at a souk in Oman, attending art auctions in Paris and biennales in Venice and
Berlin. Lately, many of our conversations revolve around Neve’s pregnancy: what she can and cannot eat,
their plans for an at-home birth, potential names for the child.
After some time, the focus will finally shift to Douglas and me. What have we been doing? Our stories about
his teaching and my waitressing stints around the city somehow never seem as funny or interesting when
we’re with this couple, and since both Douglas and I are private about our art and writing, we don’t offer
much news on that front either. Fortunately, Paul and Neve rarely press for details. Still, art is the root of
Douglas and Paul’s long friendship — they argue about why somebody made something at a certain time and
Paul tries to advise Douglas to go to appear at more parties and be more visible in the art world.
During a dinner some months ago, Paul told us they’d spent several weeks hunting online for real estate in
Hawaii.
“We found a nice house finally, just a couple of streets away from where her parents live. We pretended
we’d rented it for our stay last month and drove Neve’s parents over to look at it. Then we gave them the
keys and told them it was theirs,” Paul said, smiling and sitting back in his chair. “Her mother screamed.”
Through our stunned silence Neve quickly explained that her parents had never owned a house despite the
fact that her father had worked in real estate for years.
“My father has never been good with saving money,” she said after a pause.
As Neve described her parents’ shock I felt the corners of my smile stiffen the tiniest bit. To suppress my
envy I exclaimed over the extraordinariness of their gift. Douglas, to my left, stayed quiet. I thought of the
uneasiness that pricked him when watching me leave for my shifts. “I wish you had more time to write,” he
often said. I sensed his wish pick up ambition, grow in desperation. He wanted to give and do for me the
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same things Paul was able to do for Neve. I wanted to turn and whisper to him, blow softly on his anxiety
until it evaporated. But I didn’t.
***
Paul and Neve have asked us on occasion to spend a weekend with them at his grandfather’s country house
on the Hudson. I’d always been a little hesitant to accept, unsure if I could handle more than several hours of
their company. How connected can I feel with people whose problems — such as exhaustively searching
auctions for the perfect couch — are so vastly different from my own? Paul’s Tribeca penthouse cost more
than some of the houses I grew up cleaning with my mother combined. Our mutual incapacity to access each
other’s experiences is plain to me, and I can’t help but harden myself against them.
Like my boyfriend and me, Paul and Neve are separated by a substantial age gap — she’s twenty-eight and
he’s forty-nine. The difference between Douglas and me — a non-negligible fifteen years — caused me some
distress when we first began to date. That self-consciousness returns when I’m with Paul and Neve. Silently I
say to Neve: your boyfriend is older than mine, your boyfriend has money, not mine. In this way, I absolve
myself of the various implications of dating an older man.
After declining several previous invitations, we finally arrived in Rhinebeck on the Metro North during the
Columbus Day weekend, where the couple met us with Paul’s husky, Ruby. Neve’s tight gray jeans showed
off her long legs and they wore matching black Patagonia down jackets that she left unzipped for her domed
belly. They’d just come from the Rinaldi Flea Market in Poughkeepsie and showed us their new wares: a
1920s metal fly swatter with a thin wooden handle that looked like it’d snap if touched and a cheese grater
with rusty half-moon cutouts.
Before going to the house we stopped at an apple orchard and farm. Families in college sweatshirts and
baseball caps milled around, filling paper satchels with apples and cooing to the white baby llama in its
petting pen at the center of the market. The fresh air, combined with the scent of apple butter and damp earth,
seemed to expand my chest, lifting my vertebrae away from each other in an exultant stretch. I thought how
nice it would be to leave the city, to visit orchards every weekend. Douglas and I ate sugared doughnuts
while watching Neve and Paul sort through crates of squash with long, geese-like necks and pumpkins
covered with warts.
“Are those for eating?” I asked Neve.
“Oh, no,” she said. “Just decoration.”
That seemed to be the pattern in the day’s purchases. Back in the car, Ruby panted in great gasps and
touched her cool nose to the backs of our necks.
As we drove up the property I saw several of Paul’s grandfather’s large freestanding sculptures with flat
metal shapes fitted together outside on the lawns. As Paul began the tour of the house, I braced myself for
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extravagance but was surprised to learn that his grandfather’s place was kept almost completely the way it
had been when he lived there some forty years ago. An old-fashioned meat grinder, can opener, and wine
opener were clamped to the kitchen counter’s edge like vises. Ceramic pots with burned bottoms hung on
hooks from the ceiling, and the faucet handles to the deep porcelain sink bloomed with rust. A lot of the
kitchenware was crafted by Paul’s grandfather: a silver tray to keep olive-oil bottles, complete with a spigot
for runoff oil, and different-sized ladles and spoons forged from steel with the artist’s signature spiral. I
couldn’t help but wonder how valuable some of these things were.
The living room, connected to the kitchen by a door with a leather latch, held a dressmaker’s mannequin,
lamps with silver conical steel shades shaped by Paul’s grandfather, industrial-looking fans whose blades we
discovered upon closer inspection were made of thick leather, along with little oddities created by the artist
like flat metal sheets for holding drinks fitted over the armrests of the couch. The bedroom we stayed in
housed a small display of old shotguns, boxes of autographed books from the 1930s, and leather trunks with
Paul’s grandfather’s name scrawled across them along with destinations like Aix-en-Provence and Paris.
After a snack, we headed out for a walk around the grounds. Paul told us that he’d just acquired a significant
amount of neighboring land that he intended to cultivate for farming. A consultant had come by the previous
day to check on the soil and strength of the land’s water sources.
“The river’s over there,” Paul said, pointing with one hand while shading his eyes from the sun with the
other. “That’s where we’ll plant watercress. Lettuce, beets, tomatoes, squash — everything else will go in the
fields.”
I asked if he and Neve would work the land and farm. They both laughed and shook their heads. Their
reaction amused me — I watched them pick and eat dandelion greens and purslane from the trail while we
walked. Was the possibility of them working on the farm they were creating so crazy?
“We don’t like to get dirty,” Paul answered.
“You’ll just have to find some anarchist hippies to farm the land for you then,” Douglas said. He smiled at
me.
“That,” Paul said, “is an excellent idea.”
Douglas and I trailed behind them to take photos. The October sun warmed our backs as we trudged past
piles of old brush. Except for the snapping of dry branches underneath our feet, it was quiet. We approached
a six-foot-high metal gate with two closely set horizontal bars locked in place. We could hear Paul and Neve
laughing up ahead but had no idea how they’d gotten over to the other side; the prospect of pregnant Neve
hopping the gate was unlikely. I swung my left leg through the narrow opening in the middle and squeezed
the rest of my body through. Douglas followed, his face turning red.
“What’s wrong?” I said.
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“Just my nuts,” he wheezed. We doubled over laughing. After we’d calmed down, we caught up with the
other two and picked out dull red garnets from the dusty road and rubbed them against our shirtsleeves until
they glittered in the afternoon sunlight.
On a different route back to the house, Paul stopped to explain his plans for what seemed like each field, tree,
rock wall. “One day we’ll own that ugly thing,” he pointed to his neighbor’s yellow clapboard in the
distance. “We’ll tear it down for the land.”
As we trudged on, the question that always came to my mind when we spent time with Paul and Neve
popped up again: What were we doing with them?

We walked by the chicken coop where several warbling hens had escaped through a hole in the chicken-wire
door. Paul and I devised a plan to get them back in. I held the coop door open while he crept around the
perimeter and, loudly whooping, chased the birds back in. After one last hesitant hen stepped in, I latched the
door. Paul got on his knees, working the chicken wire with his hands.
“I thought you didn’t like to get dirty,” I said.
“He loves those chickens,” Neve said as we began to walk again. “You should see him at feeding time.” I
could tell she was getting tired by the way she hugged her belly and walked faster, ahead of Paul now, her
chic cowboy boots kicking up puffs of dirt behind her. Ruby ran ahead.
By the time I reached the side of the house, Neve stood watching Ruby circle a fallen drainpipe.
“Come see,” Neve called to me, one hand propped against the small of her back. “She’s been obsessed with
this.”
I joined her. Ruby began wrestling with the pipe, running from end to end. I heard a faint squeaking and
asked Neve about it.
“Chipmunks have been getting stuck in the pipe. Ruby’s been going crazy trying to catch them,” Neve said,
shaking her head. “Look at her.”
The squeaking grew louder as Ruby stuck her snout into the openings.
“Poor thing,” I said to Neve. She thought I meant Ruby.
The guys caught up to us. Paul walked over to the pipe and lifted it vertically. Ruby barked excitedly.
Douglas began to click on his camera. Paul pounded one end of the pipe against the ground. I started to feel
sick.
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“What’s going on?” Douglas asked me.
I quietly told him that there was a chipmunk in the drainpipe. He lowered the camera so that it hung against
his chest. Paul pounded the pipe again. Nothing. The squeaking grew louder, and I heard clicks against the
metal, probably the chipmunk hanging on inside with its claws. He pounded it again, harder. Ruby began to
run circles around him, panting loudly.
“You can empty it on the other side of the wall. That way it has a chance to get away,” Douglas said.
“I know, but I don’t want to,” Paul said. He gave the pipe one final whack.
“You might not want to see this,” Neve said.
Douglas looked away but I watched. The chipmunk, no bigger than a mouse, fell out at last. It hit the ground
and quickly got back on its feet, looking around to orient itself. Just as it started to scamper off, Ruby
snatched it up in her jaws and gave it two hard whacks against the earth. I heard the crunch of bones and
walked away. Douglas put his arm around my shoulders and we went into the house. Upstairs, we stripped
down to our underwear and examined each other for ticks — once, then again. As he checked my scalp, his
fingers gently parting my hair, I wanted to be home.
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